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INTRODUCTION 
DECISION RECORD AND 
FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT 
FOR THE 
ATLANTIC RIM COAlBED METHANE PROJECT 
SUN DOG POD ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
Pelroleum Developmenl Corporalion (PEOCO) 01 Gillette, Wyoming, nolifted Ihe Burelu 01 Land 
Managemenl (BlM), Rawlins Field Office, Ihallhe company proposes 10 explore lind potentially develop 
coalbed melhane (CBM) wells in Ihe Sun Dog Pod Projecl Area (SoPA) ollhe Allanlic: Rim Project Area 
(ARPA) in southcentral Wyoming. The Sun Dog proposal is perl oltlle explOrltiOn drilling activ~ies thl! will 
be considered lor the acquisition 01 data necessary to prepare tile Environmentallmpacl SllIIemenl (EIS) 
within the ARPA. Coalbed methane development is very ..... in lile Green River Sasin. Public concern hIS 
been broughl lorth regarding lile unknowns abolll CBM develOpment in Ihis Irea. WIlen _ed by Ihe 
operators 10 allow some limiled exploration wilhin the ARPA, lile eLM agreed Ihat some drilling would be 
advanlageous and agreed to look al how much, and under wh .. conditions, limited explOration activilieS 
would be considered. 
On June I , 200t , an tnterim Drilling Policy (lOP) was senlto IIfI operators participaling in lile proposal 10 
develop CBM resources in Ihe ARPA. The tOP was prepared by Ihe Rawlins Field Oflice els Inlerdisciplinary 
Team (tOT), with recommendations Irom Ihe BlM's Reservoir Management Group. The (OPwas devetoped 
as a way to manage interim aclivities concurrenlly wilh els preparation. Prior to the development or any 
explorat ion activity, the lOP states that an environmental assessment will be prepared lor all podsdevetoped 
on lederal acreage. Interim drilling activities will be monitored by the BlM to ensure such activities do nol 
signil icanlly arrect the environment or prejudice decisions to be made as a result or tile anatysis to be 
conducted in the ARPA els. 
This interim development project consists or drilling, completing, and producing a total 01 ten exploratory 
CBM wells, one injection well , and related production and wilier disposal lacilities in the SOPA 01 the ARPA . 
Four 01 these CBM wells and one injection well were previously analyzed in an environmental assessment 
(eA) completed by the BlM Rawlins Field Onice on October 12, 2000, and the Applications lor Permit to Drill 
(APos) were approved October 27, 2000. To date, two wells have been drilled; however, one olthese wells 
has subsequently been plugged and abandoned. Further drilling operations are proposed to begin in late rail 
2001 . The total lile or the project (lOP) is estimated at 10 to 15 years . 
The SOPA is tocated with in the administrative boundary 01 the BlM Rawlins Field Onice in Township 16 
North, 'Range 91 W est. Carbon County , Wyoming Access to the SOPA is by State Highway 789 nortll Irom 
Baggs lor approximately 22 mites to the intersection with Carbon County Road 808 (Dad Road). The distance 
rrom State Highway 789 to ttle SOPA is approximately six miles. 
The SOPA encompasses approximately 1,000 acres, all or which are lederal surface and lederal minerals. 
ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED 
The Environmenlal Assessmen/ for Ihe AI/antic Rim CBIII Project, Sun Dog Pod analyzed two alternatives. 
The Proposed Action considered CBM activities to occur on lederat lands. Under the Proposed Act ion, six 
wells would be drilled on leder. ' lands administered by the BlM. The proposed CBM development is based 
on a Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC) approved eO·acre well spacing pallern 
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In addition to well sites, other lacilities, such as access roads, gas gathering and water disposal pipelines, 
electrical utilities, and compressors, would be developed to facilitate natural gas (methane) production in 
the well fields. The interim project would develop over a 6 to 12 month period. The productive life of the 
project is estimated between 10 and 20 years. Each well would be production tested continuously. for a 
period of six to twelve months to evaluate the commercial feasibitity of producing CBM from coals In the 
Almond and Allen Ridge Formations 01 the Mesaverde Group. 
Under the No Action Alternative, the BlM analyzed the impacts associated with the lour approved lederal 
wells, one injection well and associated facilities, and denial of any further development of federal lands 
associated with this project. This alternative provides a benchmark, enabling the deCISion maker to compare 
the magnitude of environmental effects of the alternatives. 
No other alternatives were considered because, in order to prevent significant impacts to the environment. 
the lOP limits the placement at CBM exploratory activities outside of areas where sensitive resources e.xist. 
Exploration activity was centered where the best geologic and hydrologic information could be obtained 
outside of sensitive resource areas. 
DECISION 
Based upon the analysis of the potential environmental impacts describ~d in I~e Envi,onme~tal.Assessment 
lor the Atlantic Rim Coa/bed Me/hane Project, Sun Dog Pod and in consideration of the public, Industry, and 
governmental agency comments received during the environmental .analys is process, the BL~ approves 
the Proposed Action as described in Chapter 2 of the EA and associated errata (see. AppendIX A) lor the 
exploration of six CBM wel ls and associated facilities within the SDPA. T.he d~~lsl~n Incorpor.ates the 
Applicant-Committed Environmental Practices and Protection Measures Idenllfled In AppendIX G, as 
modified; BlM-required mitigation identified in Appendix D; and the Conditions of Approval (COAs) 
described in Appendices E. F, and G. 
APPROVED PROJECT COMPONENTS 
The decision authorizes the initiation of permit approvals for the following project components on BlM-
administered federal lands andlor minerals with in the SDPA, subject to the requirements identif ied in 
Appendices C, D. E. F. and G. 
• Development of SIX CBM wells located on tederallands within the SDPA wi th an initial total disturbance 
of 5.5 acres and a lOP d'Slurbance of less than 0.03 acres. 
• C0nstruclion of new access roads and faci lities associated with CBM development including gas 
gathering pipelines, water discharge lines, and power lines that will be buried parallel to road rights4 01 4 
'way. Estimated initial disturbance of 11 .0 acres, LOP disturbance of 11 .0 acres. 
• Construc llon of new gas hnes to connect with existing sales line resulting in an initial disturbance of 2 .5 
acres. The line would be wholly reclaimed resulting In LOP disturbance of ze ro acres. 
• C')nslruchon of a compressor site with an approximate disturbance area of 0.9 acre. 
• C()nstruction of lour water transfer pumping facilities with an approximate total disturbance area of 1.3 
acres. 
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Approvat 01 the Proposed Actton I. Condilional upon the FOllowIng: 
e Implementation of the appl icant-commiltd environmental practices and protection measures as 
described in Appendix C. 
e Implementation of the mitigation measures described in Appendix D. 
e Adherence to the GOAs described in Appendices E, F, and G. 
e Adherence to oil and gas tease and right-of-way (ROW) grant stipulations and APD GOAs. 
RATIONALE FOR THE DECISION 
The decision to approve the operator' s proposed development was based on the following factors : 
1) consistency with the land use and resource management plans; 2) national policy; 3) agency statutory 
requirements; 4) relevant resource and economic considerations; 5) applica tion of measures to avoid o r 
minimize environmental harm; 6) finding of no Significant impact; 7) public comments. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Consistency with Land Use and Resource Management Plans 
The Proposed Act ion is in conformance with the overall planning direction for the area . The 
objective for oil and gas management decisions described in the Great Divide Resource 
Management Plan. 1990. is to "provide opportunity lor leasing, exptoration, and development 01 o it 
and gas while prolecting other resource values." The project atso meets the objectives of the lands 
Program which is to "support the goals and objectives of other resource programs for managing the 
BlM-administered public lands and respond to public demand for land use authorizations." 
National Poficy 
Private exploration and development of federal oil and gas leases is an integral part 01 the BlM oil 
and gas leasing program under the authority of the Mineral Leasing Act 011920 and the Federat 
Land Policy and Management Act of t976. The United States con t,nues to rely heavily on fore ign 
energy sources. Oil and gas leasing is needed to encourage development of domestic oil and gas 
reserves to reduce the United States ' dependence on foreign energy supplies. The re:ore. the 
decision is conSistent wilh national policy. 
Agency Statutory Requirements 
The decision is consistent with all federa l. state, and coun:y authoriz ing aC: l ~ns required to 
implement the Proposed Action. All pertinent statutory requireme-nts appl icable to this p~oposal 
were considered inclu(hng informal consultation and formal confe~encing with t:-oe U .S. Fish a.,j 
Wildlife Service (USFWS). 
Retevant Resource and Economic Considerations 
Envi ronmental impacts from the pilot project to resources identifled in the EA are mino: and a I/ 
deemed acceptable. The economic benefit is important due to the tax revenues go:?nerated from t ~e 
developmenl 01 natural gas. 
3 
1 
5. 
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Application 01 M.asur •• to Avoid or Mlnlmlz. Envlronm.ntal Harm 
Federal environmental proleclion laws, such as the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and the 
Historic Preservation Act, apply to all lands and are included as part of the standard oil and gas 
lease terms. The adoption of the mitigation and monitoring measures identif ied in Chapters 2.0 and 
4.0 of the project EA and contained in this Decision Record in Appendix C and 0 , and the COAs 
tound in Appendices E, F, and G, represent practicable means to avoid or minimize environmental 
impacts. 
6. Finding 01 No Significant Impact 
Based upon the review of the EA, the BlM has determined that the Proposed Action, with 
implementation of the protective measures identified in AppendicesC, 0, E, F, and G, herein, would 
not cause a significant impact to the quality of the human, natural, and physical environment. 
Therefore an EIS is not necessary. 
7. Public Comments 
Twelve comment letters were received on the EA during the 30·day comment period that ended 
October 22, 200t . The following is a list of those responding to the request for public comment. 
Ray and Kathleen Weber 
Neil O. and Jenniter S. Miller 
Double Eagle Petroleum and Mining Company 
State of Wyoming 
Office of Federal Land Policy 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department 
Wyoming Business Council 
State Historic Preservation Office 
Petroleum Association of Wyoming 
United States Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Wildlife Federation 
Rocky Mountain Energy (RME) 
Biodiversity Associates 
A summary 01 the substantive comments and the BLM's responses are found in Appendix B. 
APPEAL 
ThiS decision is subject to appeal. Under BLM regulation. th is decision is subject to administrative review 
in accordance with 43 CFA 3165. Any request for administrative review of th:s decision must include 
Information required under 43 CFR 3t6S.3(b) (State Director Review), including all supporting 
documentat ion. Such a request must be filed in writing with the State Director, Bureau of Land 
Management. P.O. Box t828, Cheyenne, WY, 82003, within 20 business days 01 the date this Decision 
Record is received or considered to have been received. 
Date 
4 
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APPENDIX A 
MODIFICAnONS AND CORRECnONS 
TO THE 
SUN DOG POD PROJECT 
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT 
D«;ision Record and FONS/- At/antic Rim Coa/bed Methane Project - Sun Dog Pod 
APPENDIX A 
ERRATA 
MODIFICATIONS AND CORRECTIONS 
TO THE 
ATLANTIC RIM CBM PROJECT 
SUN DOG POD 
EN~RONMENTALASSESSMENT 
1.3.2 Conformance With Interim Drilling Guidelines 
Change . the paragraph under thismle to read. "The SDPA is one at nine pods Ihat are proposed lor 
exploration and development wllh,n the ARPA. D"lIlng and developmenl will be managed under Ihe 
gUlde"nes provided by Ihe Inlerim Drilling Policy - Condilions and Criteria Under Which Developmenl 
Activities May Occur Concurrenl wilh Ihe EIS Preparalion lor Ihe Allanlic Rim CBM Projecl: 
2.1.2.3 Drilling and Completion Operations 
Change the lirsl sentence ollhis tille to read, "A truck-mounted drill rig would be ulilized lor CBM dri lling 
while a convenlional rig will be used to drill the injection well." ' 
2.1.3.3.2 Produced Water-Gathering System and Injection Facllitl.s 
0" page 2-11, paragraph 1, line 3 under Ihis lille, remove Ihe reterence 10 Ihe Wyoming Siale Engineers 
Oll,ce (WSEO) . 
2.1.8.1 Preconstructlon Planning and Design Measures 
On page 2-17, ilem number 6, line 1. change 10 read, "The BlM would require Ihal culverts be covered wilh 
a minimum 01 12 inches ollill or one-hailihe pipe diameler, whichever is grealer: 
2.1.8.2.4 MlneralslPaleontology 
Under Ihis heading. paragraph 1. senlence 2. add Ihe Wyoming Oil and Gas Conservalion Commission 
(WOGCC) 10 Ihe lisl 01 relerences. 
2.1.8.2.5 Soils 
Under.ilem number 9. change Ihe second senlence 10 read. "Design all drainage crossings 10 carry Ihe 25. 
year discharge evenl, or as olherwise direcled by Ihe BlM.' 
2.1.8.2.6 Waler R.sources 
Under number 13, lasl line. change 10 read. "Coordinale all discharge 01 hydro Sial ic les: waler wilh Ihe 
WDEOIWOD and Ihe BlM." 
Under ilem 15, change Ihe laslline 10 read, "All required WDEO permils Vlill be in-place pr:or 10 discharge." 
Appendix A - Page 1 
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2.1.'.2.9 Wildlife 
Under ilem 4, change "ARPA" 10 "SDPA." 
2.1 .8.2.10 Special Status Specl .... Special Animal. 
Add Ihe lollowing senlence allhe end ot ilem 2, "Should Ihis lesl indicale Ihal no deplelions ollhe Colorado 
River syslem will occurlrom Ihe implemenlalion ollhis project, discharge Irom CBM wells will nol be allowed 
unlil concurrence wilh Ihese results is received by Ihe BlM Irom USFWS." 
2.1.8.2.12 NoI.e 
Under measure 2, line 2. remove Ihe relerence 10 MSHA. 
2.1.8.2.16 Health and Safety 
To minimize undue exposure 10 hazardous silualions. Ihe operalor will comply wilh all exisling applicable 
rules and regulalions (i .e" Onshore Orders, OSHA requiremenls, elc.) Ihat would preclude Ihe public trom 
enlering hazardous areas and place warning signs alerting Ihe public ollruck Irallic. 
2.3 Alternative. Considered But Not Analyzed In Detail 
The Proposed Aclion was developed around measures provided in Ihe Interim Drilling Policy - Condilions 
and Crileria UnderWhich Developmenl AClivilies MayOccurConcurrenl wilh EIS Preparalion lor Ihe Allanlic 
Rim Coal bed Melhane Projecl. Only alternalives addressing allowable aclions specilied in Ihe lOP are 
considered in Ihis analysis. As a result, no olher alternalives, olher Ihan Ihe No AClion Alternalive. were 
considered in this analysis. 
4.7.1.1.6 Species of Concern - Wlldllf. and Fish 
Add Ihe loll owing senlence prior 10 Ihe lasl senlence ollhe paragraph. "Two sagebrush obligale speCies. 
Brewers and sage sparrow, may be presenl wilh in Ihe SOPA. Because ollhe small amounl 01 dislurbance 
associaled wilh Ihe projecl. Iheir inherenl mobilily. and Ihe availability 01 suilable habilals on undislurbed 
land. Ihe ellecls on Ihese species should be minimal." 
4.7.1 .1.2 Big Game 
In line 6. change "importanl big game winler ranges" 10 "crucial 'big game winler ranges." 
4.7.1.1.3 Upland Game Birds 
Change Ihe lasl senlence in paragraph 310 read. "II all avoidance and mil igalion measures in Ihis documenl. 
Ihe RMP. and Ihe gUidance provided by Ihe lOP are implemenled, minimal impacls 10 Ihe sage grouse 
populalion are expecled." 
4.7.1.1 .5 Threatened and Endangered Species - Wildlil. and Fish 
Under Threalened and Endangered Fish species. Razorback Sucker. paragraph line 5. change reference 
from Wyoming Waler Oual ily Siandards 10 Wyoming Suiface Waler Qual ity Siandards (WDEQ 2001). 
Appendix A - Page 2 
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4.15 Cumulallvelmpects 
On page 4·30. after the first parlial paragraph, add the following, "Within the entire 31 O,335·acre Atlantic Rim 
Project Area , a total of 165 wells have been drilled. Of these wells, 80 have been plugged and abandoned 
and are in various stages of reclamation. The 165 well total includes those wells described within the Muddy 
Creek watershed.' 
Table 4-3. Cumulative Impacts Analysis Matrix· Cumulative Impacts Associated with the Sun Dog 
Pod (Pod 6) 
Remove the relerence to crucial winter range as being discussed in these pods. The Sun Dog Pod project 
area contains no cruCial big game winter range; therefore, cumulative impacts to th is range would not result 
from the implementation of this project. 
Table 5·1 List of BLM InterdlsclplilUllry Reviewers 
Add the names of John Ahlbrandt, Natural Resource Specialist, and Tim Bottomley, Environmental 
Protection Specialist, to this list. 
Appendix A 
Change the title of th is section to read, "Interim Drilling Policy· Conditions and Criteria Under Which 
Development Activities May Occur Concurrent with EIS Preparation for the AtlantiC Rim Coalbed Methane 
Project: 
Page A·4, item 16. referto "Design of Culvert Fishways" by F.J. Watts, Water Resources Research tnstitute. 
University of Idaho. Moscow, Idaho, May 1974. 
Appendix D • Plant and Wildlife Species of Concern that May Potentially Occur on or Near the Sun 
Dog Pod 
Add the species listed in the table on following page to this list. 
Appendix A • Page 3 
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SPECIES & VEGETATION VEGETATION ABIOTIC LANDSCAPE SPECiAl 
STATUS COMPOSITION STRUCTURE FACTORS FACTORS FACTORS 
Brewer's Sagebrush Average Elevation is Open Sagebrush 
Sparrow dominated nesting shrub not a factor in shrubland obligate 
habitats height. 20 WY; presence habitat, 
(BRSP) inches, range of sagebrush especially Nest 
Spizella 12t026 is a factor sagebrush concealment 
brewer; inches in WY cover types by sagebrush 
Level t (average 27 is very 
CA,M, R inches, range Nests in important 
Score = 23 16.5t041 shrubs that 
AI = 5 inches in 10; are entirely or Sensitive to 
PT=5 average 16.5 mostly alive fragmentation 
inches in MT) of shrub· 
Nests are steppe habitat 
placed < 4 and spraying 
feet above or removal of 
ground sagebruSh 
Average Common 
territory size is cowbird host 
1.3 acres (10) 
Winters in 
Mexico 
Sage Big sagebrush Nests in Elevation s Tall shrubs. Sagebrush 
Sparrow shrubs up to 6.500 feet low grass obligate and 
Shadscale 3.3 leet high where cover, area~sensitive 
(SAGS) saltbush sagebrush is clumped/ 
Amphispiza High shrub present patchy shrub Sensitive to 
belli Antelope cover ( ~ 30%) landscape Iragmentation 
CA,M.R bitterbrush and 01 sh rub· 
Score = 22 sagebrush Large patch steppe habitat 
AI = 5 Rabittbrush height > 20 size. low and the 
PT= 2 inches disturbance, removal of 
little sagebrush 
Iragmentation 
5 to 10 acre 
Average territory 
territo ry size depending on 
ranges from habitat 
t .7 to 2 acres configuratIon 
(10) (southern 10) 
Males return 
to the same 
territory 
Occasional 
cow bird host 
Winters in 
Mexico 
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APPENDIXB 
SUMMARY OF EA COMMENTS AND 
BlM RESPONSES 
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APPENDIX B 
SUMMARY OF EA COMMENTS AND BlM RESPONSES 
The EA was released for a 30-day public review period on September 21 , 2001. Twelve comment letters were 
received. The letters have been reviewed to determine whether the information they provided would warrant 
adetermination otherthan a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI). Substantive comments with responses 
are summarized below (in italics) with BlM responses to each immediately following the comment. The BlM 
would like to thank all commentors for taking time to review the EA and provide comments. 
1, Wyoming Game and Fish Department (WGFD) 
a. 
b. 
Sage grouse crucial winter habitat is shown in this document as small areas 01 undelined size 
on the project map. Winter home range size can vaty Irom 11 to 3' km2 and researchers in 
Idaho found severe winter weather did not result in sage grouse reducing its seasonal range. 
Specilic sage grouse winter distribution in a given area is more accurately determined 
through repea ted samples over successive winters. 
Sage grouse winter habitat as discussed in the Sun Dog Pod EA was from data 
collected during the winter 01 2000·2001 when snow-free vegetation in the entire 
Atlantic Aim Coalbed Methane Project Area was sparse. The BlM agrees that the 
best data on wintering areas will be obtained by survey over successive w!nters. It 
is the BlM's inlent to continue to gather information on wintering sage grouse. This 
is an ongoing project and we hope to continue our research efforts through our EIS 
monitoring plan. 
The document states that, considering the vast amount of potential nesting habitat, the 1'2 
acre loss would be minimal. Because there is no estimate of the total available number of 
acres of nesting habitat in this document. the conclusion that 112 acres is minimal is not 
supported. The loss of nesting habitat is signilicant if it is used by nesting lemates. The 
inability to deline actual impacts to sage grouse should be included in the EA. 
On page 4·34 of the Sun Dog Pod EA. it states that approximately 11.005 acres of 
sage grouse habitat occur within the nine potential areas where CBM drilling is likely 
to O£cur. This would mean that about 1 ~.~ of the available sage grouse habitat 
located within the pods identified for drilling during the Interim program may be 
disturbed. We have no exact figures as to the amount of habitat available within the 
larger Allantic Aim Coal bed Methane Project Area. but the AMP identifies the area 
as lying within the area in which the Baggs Habitat Management Plan was prepared. 
Within this larger area, 160.500 acres of sage grouse nesting habitat was identified. 
We do not know the use pallerns of available habitat by lemales. or for that mailer. 
the locat ion of all occupied habitat . However. even when the disturbance from the 
Sun Dog Pod project is added to disturbance from other uses. it is unlikely that a 
signil icant portion of available habitat is being utilized. 
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c. Cumulative impacts should include all habitat disturbances in the area. including proposed 
and completed shrub treatments in and around the project area such as wildlires. prescribed 
lire. and chemical treatment. 
The dominant shrub type utilized by sage grouse is Wyoming big sageb,ush; 
however. 95% of BLM prescribed burns occur in mountain big sagebrush and basin 
big sagebrush. Generally this discounts impacts to sage grouse habitat. It should 
also be noted that the height and density 01 shrubs treated by prescribed tires are 
outside 01 the range typically used by sage grouse for nesting and brooding habitat. 
tmpacts to big game as a result 01 burns are also expected to be minimal. generally 
because 01 the vegetation is restricted to mountain and basin big sagebrush types. 
which is not the dominant forage utilized by big game animals. but is generally 
utilized as hiding cover. We are unaware of any research that defines the number 
01 acres or spatial distribution 01 vegetation that would be utilized by deer and 
pronghorn. For elk. typical hiding cover would be aspen or other timber types which 
would not be included in prescribed burn areas. 
Within the BLM prescribed burn program. the objective is not to burn all vegetation. 
but to try to leave mosaics 01 bumed and unburned vegetation. Over the last 15 
years. approximately 20.000 acres have been burned as a result of BLM prescribed 
burns and 4.000 acres have been burned due to wildlire. within a roughly 500.000· 
acre habitat area. The burned acreage is in various stages of successional 
recovery. 
Ror.ky Mountain Energy (RME) 
a. 
b. 
The lirst paragraph in Section 2. 1.3.3.2 states that. ' Prior to drilling injection wells. a permit 
will be submitted to and received lrom Ihe WSEO and the WDEO/wOD." For clarity RME. 
recommends thaI the sentence be reworded to remove Ihe relerence to the State Engineers 
Olfice, since there is no requirement that injection wells be permitted through that agency. 
The change has been made and is noted in Appendix A 01 this Decision Record. 
In Section 2. 1.8. Project· Wide MitigatIon Measures and Procedures. it ;s unclear which 
elements of mitigation in this extensive sectIon are either "measures" or ''procedures ~ 
committed to by PEDCO" or are actually "BLM-required management practices. " Vlithout this 
distinction, it ;s unclear if certain mitigation measures that are unenforceable or unsupported 
are the BLlA·required management practices or whether PEDCO proposer! them. 
The measures identified in Section 2.1.8 of the Sun 0 00 Pod EA are actions or 
features which are included as part of the Proposed Act ion that could be taken to 
aVOid or reduce projected impacts or retlect standard operating procedures. Once 
the measures, as described in Chapter 2, become part of the decision. they are 
conSidered enforceable act ions that "" ill be implemented, If applicable. to reduce 
Impacts to the environment resulting from the project. So. regardless if these 
measures are proposed by the BLM or the applicant. they will be applied if 
necessary. 
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Under Section 2: 1.8.2.2. Air Quality. it states thaI. "PEDCO would initiate immediate 
abatement ollug,t,ve dust (by application 01 water. ch~mical dust suppressants. or other 
measures) w~en air qualr~y. 50# loss. or salety concems are identilied by Ihe BLM or 
WDEO/AOD. WOEO arr qual"y standards contain specilic numeric limits at which 
complrance measures can be iniliated. The same cannot be said lor soitloss or .. /ely 
concerns. What measurement or standard will BLM use to identify when unacceptable t.v.ls 
lor soil loss and salety have been encountered? 
The BLM expects the operator to not only adhere to applicable federal. state. and 
local laws and regulatIons and appropriate measures and mitigation proposed in 
Chapters 2 and 4. II carried. forward in the deCision. but to act responsibly. use 
c~mmo.n sense. and take the Initiative to aVOid or respond to correct situations where 
alf qual,ty. s.alety. soil loss. and other resource protection measures may be required 
on the public lands withoutlirst being inlormed by the BLM. 
Number 6 under 2. 1.8.2.3. Transportation. slates thaI. except in emergency s ituations. 
~ccess would be limited to dner condmons to prevent severe rutting of the road surface. It 
IS unclear how the BLM will define severe rutting. 
The COAs allache.d to the Sun Dog Pod project (Appendix E) states. "No 
construction .o~ routine maintenance activities shall be perlormed during periods 
when the SOIl IS too wet to adequately support construction equipment. If such 
equIpment creates ruts .n excess 01 4 inches deep. the soil shall be deemed too wet 
to adequately support construction equipment." In addition. the BLM would expect 
the operator to take the responsibility to avoid traveling on roads that appear too wet 
to rravel, especially when utilizing heavy equipment. 
In Section 2.1.B. l . insert the words "covered with " aller the word "be." Also. the relerence 
to WDEQ as the. authorily lor setting casing and cementing policies is incorrect. it should be 
the Wyoming 0 ,1 and Gas Conservation Commission (WOGCC). 
The changes have been made and can be viewed in Appendix A. 
In Section 2. I .B.2.S. PEDCO is asked to ins tall runoff and erosion control measures such as 
IYaler bars. berms. and inlerceplor d,tches. il needed. In 2. 1.8 .2.6. Water Resources. it 
s lales thaI. il needed. PEDCO is to design andconslruet interception ditches. sediment traps. 
etc. The term !'If needed~ does not provide an adequate performance stanaard or 
enlorceable limit. This s landard does. not make it clear to PEOCO when the BLM may require 
such measures. ProViding clear direction to the operator in this document would a"ow 
PEOCO to identily and correct problems 01 concern 10 the BLM prior to BLM inspections. 
Although not all situations can be predicted. GOAs have been prepared lor Ihis 
prOj~cl based on rhe operat ions described in the Master 5urlace Use Plan and 
recommendations Irom the BlM interdisciplinary group that partiCipated in the initial 
project onsite inspection . These COAs describe limits and standards that are 
enforced on th is project. but because not every possible situation can be ide;;titied , 
the proposed mitigation is used as a tool for dealing with situations as they arise. 
!hes~ measures, described in Chapter 2, may need to be employed. either when 
,denl,l,ed by the operator. or required by the BLM or other agencies. should the 
slluallon warrant. 
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g. A slalemenl is made that the casing of wells would adhere to the appropriate BLM cementing 
policy. Is there adequate information in PEDCO's drilling plan to determine which cementing 
policy would be imposed? 
On federal lands, casing and cementing requirements must meet the minimum 
requirements ot Onshore Order No. 2. PEDCO has provided adequate intormation 
in the Master Drilling Plan to develop a cementing program. and this program has 
been approved by the BLM. See the Master Drilling Plan, item Number 7, in 
Appendix E. 
h. The coorrJination of discharging hydrostatic test water should occur through the WSEO. 
k. 
RME is uncertain why this is suggested because there is no citation of a regulation. 
The coordination ot discharging hydrostatic test water actually occurs under the 
Wyoming Environmental Ouality Act, Article 3, WaterOuality, as amended (W .5 . 35· 
11·301 through 35·11·212). and is administered by the WDEOfWOD. The text in the 
document has been changed to rellectthis. please see Appendix A. 
Under 2.1.8.2.6, Water Resources, the EA states that WDEO requires operators to obtain 
a NPDES Storm Water permit for fields of 20 wells or more. This requirement does not exist 
in either the WDEO General Storm Water Permit for Construction or Industrial Activities 
Permit. Oil and gas operations of exploration, production, processing. treatment. and 
transmission are largely exempt Irom the industrial permit. Construction 01 drill sites, 
pipelines. and compressor stations are subject only illive or more acres will be disturbed. 
The wording will be changed that all appropriate WDEO permits will be in· place prior 
to operations. See Appendix A. 
Under Section 2. 1.8.2.9. Wildlife. the document requires PEDCO to "establish a variety 01 
lorage species that are uselulto resident herbivores " during reclamation. How is PEDCO to 
know what an adequate "variety· would be? 
As in processing all APD. the activities conducted within the Sun Dog Pod are 
subject to COAs which describe specific requirements for such things as road 
construction, well site lay-out. wildlife stipulations. and reclamation. The COAs state 
:~,e type ot seed mix the operator will be required to use (see Appendix E). 
The EA asks PEDCO to complete a raptor survey for the AI/antic Rim Project Area; this 
seems overly broad and unnecessary. 
This was a typographicat error and only the area affected by the Sun Dog Pod 
exploration project activities will require Ihese surveys. This change has been made 
in Appendix A. 
The EA requires PEOCO to utilize existing topography to screen roads, p ipeline corridors, 
drill rigs, well heads. and production facilities from view. This requirement;s inconsistent with 
the analysis which states that the SOPA area is not pristine. 
Section 3.8 states that. although there are no developed recreation sites or facilities. 
the area is used extensively by big game and small game hunters. Section 3.9 ot 
the Sun Dog Pod EA states . "the quality of the visual resource is an important part 
of the recreational experience" for many users. By implementing this mitigation. it 
would lessen the impact to recreational users and would be also be consistent with 
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the goals of visual resource management in Class III areas which states changes in 
the basIC elements caused by a management activity may be evident in the 
characteristic landscape, but that the changes should remain subordinate to the 
visual strength of the existing character. 
m. References are made regarrJing compliance with OSHA and MSHA safe fimits for noise. 
MSHA does not regulate the oil and gas industry and RME recommends that the reference 
to MSHA be eliminated. 
The reference to MSHA has been eliminated. See Appendix A. 
n. Reference in Section 2.1.8.2.13, recommends low speed limits within the SOPA. RME 
recommends that "low speed limits" in relation to various BLM road classification be defined 
such as 30 mph on resource roads. ' 
o. 
p. 
Although construction ot new and upgrading of existing roads may be done with an 
antIcipated vehICle speed, it would generally be the operators' responsibility to inform 
employees of expected safe speed limits on roads in the project area. This could be 
implemented as be part of a company safety program. It would not be the BlM's 
intent, or responsibility, to police company personnel to determine if they are using 
appropriate speed limits forroadconditions. Only under special circumstances (e.g., 
a. tight or dangerous curve) would the BlM require the ptacement of speed limit 
signs. 
At Section 2. 1.8.2. 14 there is a requirement for PEOCO to "implement hiring poli:ies that 
would encourage the use of local or regional workers who wou::J not have to relocate to the 
area." In reality. PEDCO would likely hire very few direct employees but would obtain them 
by contract. PEDCO has no authority over the hiring practices of its contractors. nor should 
it. Additionally, the document fails to justify how this requirement would mitigate any impacts. 
Often the specialized workers and equipment required by oil al)d gas industry are not 
avallabte either locally or regionally. 
The analysis presented in Chapter 4 (Section 4. t 1.1 .1.1) does support your 
statement that activity proposed in the SDPA would not result in a substantial 
increase in drilling employment in Carbon County. The measure was suggested by 
the company, and it is hoped that skilled workers available in Carbon County and 
surrounding counties will be utilized as much as possible by PEOCO during CBM 
exploration. Because oit and gas development has been a large part of southern 
Wyoming's economy for decades, it is anticipated that qualified workers may be 
present in the communities surrounding proposed CBM activities and thai their 
services may be utilized. 
The operator is asked to "establish effective and frequent communication \'lith affected 
ranchers to monitor and coordinate scheduling." RME encourages dialooue regarding 
resource use among allected parties; however. what determines "frequent" and "ellective-7 
Again, this is a measure proposed to avoid or reduce potential impacts and is an 
effective way to do business. The ability of the opera,~r to know when and where 
ran~hing , calvi~g, and grazing activities are occurring is vital to reducing the potent ial 
for Impacts to livestock and the ranching operation from the CBM project. Effective 
and frequent communications can improve relat ions anong the various users 01 the 
public lands. 
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The operator ;s required to minimize undue exposure to hazardous situations which may 
require measures that would preclude the public lrom enlering hazardous areas and place 
warning signs alerting the public 01 truck traf/ic. The requirement is extremely vague as to 
what measures are deemed appropriate and by whom. Furthermore. this requirement is not 
supported by the analysis which states that the area is remote in nature with low use. 
primarily by grazing permittees and hunters. 
The operator will be required to comply with all existing. appticable rules and 
regulations (e.g .• Onshore Orders. OSHA requirements. WDOT) designed to both 
atert and protect workers and the pubtic Irom any danger associated with oil and gas 
operation and lacilities. Ctarilication 01 this measure has been added to the 
document as shown in Appendix A. 
Relerence is made in Section 4.7. I . 1.5 . Threatened and Endangered Species. to the 
Wyoming Water Quality Standards. butshouldactuafly read. Wyoming Surface Water Quality 
Standards (WDEQ 200 I). 
The text has been updated as described in Appendix A. 
tn Section 3.4.2.2. Quality (Groundwater). the text says that the calculated SAR 0147.3 and 
the residual sodium carbonate 0141 megll exceed the agricultural suitability 018 and 1.25 
respectively. The relation between irrigation 01 various crops 10 SAR is site·specilic based 
on type of soil. type of crop. and irrigation practices. RME suggests thaI the document clanfy 
this point. 
Information as presented in this section is for information purposes only and is not 
intended as an anatysis 01 the potential impacts to soils Irom the discharge 01 
groundwater containing a high SAR value. The document correctly states that the 
calculated SAR and residual sodium carbonate exceeds the Wyoming Department 
01 Environmental Quality standards as described under the Water Quality Rules and 
Regulations: Chapter VIII: Quality Standards lor Wyoming Groundwater. High 
sodium water may produce harm lui levels 01 exchangeabte sodium in most soils and 
will require special management: however. because the groundwater will be re-
injected and. due to the lack 01 irrigated lands in the area. the signilicance 01 
elevated SAR values in this project area is minimal. 
In the introduction to Chapter 4.0 01 the analysis. it states that the document provides an 
analysis of six weI/locations. Later in the introduction section it slates that the en.Viro~mental 
anatysis addresses cumulative impacts associated with the development 01200 mtertm C8M 
weJls. The document should be reviewed for consistency and changes made where 
appropriate. RME also requests that this document be expanded so that subsequent interim 
development pods can be tiered to this document. 
The information provided in the introduction was intended to let the reader know that 
project impacts and cumulative impacts would be discussed in separate sections . 
T iering is Ihe incorporalion , by relerence. 01 retevanl port ions Irom a general 
discussion in a NEPA document with broad coverage. often an EIS. when prepanng 
a project or site·specilic NEPA document. In this case. tiering would not be 
appropriate because all 01 the pod EAs are site·specilic documents. 
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Unlled SIal •• FI.h and Wildlife Service (U5FW5) 
a. We understand that this EA is s~ilic to one interim development project lor the larger 
AtlamlC R,m C~albed Methane ProJect. While these assessments may lorm the basis 01 
enVIronmental Impact statement lor the Atlantic Rim project, they should not be substituted 
8S the analysis lor the larger project. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
The inlerim drilling projecl was specilically designed 10 galher data 10 be used in Ihe 
EIS thaI will be prepared tor the Atlantic Rim Coalbed Melhane Projecl and will all"w 
lor beller anatysis and inlormed decisionmaking. 
The Interim Drilling Policy states that existing C8M wells will coum toward the maximum 
number 01 wells permitted in the area. but that the one well drilled, plugged. and abandoned 
,:,,"1 not comribute to this number. However. there may be impacts to wildlile resources lrom 
Inlllal development 01 these wells and they should be included in any analysis 01 project 
ellects. 
Disturbance Irom aUoil and gas wells, including Ihose thaI have been plugged and 
abandoned as Idenllhed In Ihe WyomIng 0,1 and Gas Conservation Commission 
dalabase. were included in Ihe cumulalive impact assessment anatysis in Section 
4,15. 
The determination on page 3·22 01 the EA that. due to its size (less than 5 hectares). prairie 
dog town #2 would not reqUIre a black·looted lerret survey is erroneous. because this town 
IS obVIously part 01 a larger complex. II prairie dog town 112 will be disturbed by any activity 
associated with CBM development, black·looted lerret surveys must be conducted lor the 
purpose 01 consultation under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. as amended. 
No drilling. or CBM·related activity is proposed lor the area where prairie dog lown 
#2 IS located. A leller discussing the location and melhod 01 black·looted lerret 
surveys within this pod was senlto your ollice Irom the BlM Rawlins Field Ollice on 
October 30. 2001. 
The USFWS has determined that any water removed from the Colorado River System. or 
any 01 the surface or subsurface tributaries thereol constitutes a depletion. The USFWS has 
consIstently taken the position in its Section 7 consultations that lederal agency actions 
resultmg m water depletions to the Colorado River System are likely to jeopardize the 
contmued eXistence of one or more fish species and adversely mQdi/y or destroy designated 
critical habitat. 
A depletion analysis was completed lor Ihree 01 Ihe exploratory pods within the 
Atlanlic Rim Coalbed Methane area. On October 22. 2001 . the BlM Rawlins Field 
Ollice received a leller Irom Western Water Consultants. Inc .. with Ice resu lts 01 an 
isotopic analysis 01 groundwater sampled wilhin this pod area. The analysis 
determined that the last time surface water entered the coal seam was over 10,000 
years ago. A leller interpreling the results and Ihe analysis data ,·.as sent to the 
USFWS Irom Ihe BlM Rawlins Field Ollice on OClober 30. 2001 . No wells in the 
Sun Dog Pod will be allowed 10 be discharged until the USFWS has reviewed Ihe 
data and made a determination i~ that no depletion to the Colorado Ri'/er System will 
result Irom Ihe implementalion of this project. 
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Use 0/ a helicopter survey 10 locate nesting raptors may not be effeclive in detecling atl active 
nests if lhe observers do nol heve extensive experience in idenlifying nests of all species 
potentially present from the air_ 
Prior to the helicopter survey, a review was made of all available BlM and USFWS 
historical raptor nesting data_ All of this data was compiled, and appropriate 
information was included in the Sun Dog Pod EA. 
On page 2-10, il slates that temporary power generation will be provided wilh generators unlil 
eleclrical dislribulion lines are conslrucled. There is no further discussion regarding the 
construction 01 electrical distribution fines. 
Per the lOP, all electrical lines associated with the project are required to be buried 
(page A-4 .• 15 of the EA). 
Impacls 10 wildlife from providing temporary housing near Ihe project area should be 
Ihroughly analyzed and discussed. 
Self-contained travel-type tra ilers may be used on-site during drilling operations. 
These trailers are generally confined to the drilling pad perimeter. Because drill pad 
disturbance is accounted for in the EA, no further analysis will be conducted. 
Sections 2.1.8.2.16 discusses health and salety measures relating to sanitation 
andlor garbage handling and facilities that will be in-place during operations. 
Petroleum Association of Wyoming (PAW) 
a. At section 2. 1.2.3, Drilling and Completion Operation. ilis stated that drilling of the CBM and 
injection welfs would utilize a truck-mounted rig. PAW does not believe this is an accurate 
statement and that the injection well was drilled with a conventional drilling rig. 
b. 
The text has been changed as noted in Appendix A. 
The BLM is requiring that water from individual wells be collected and injected at disposal 
wells located in each pod. PAW encourages the consideration of alternative water disposal 
methods such as reservoir and aquifer recha rge wells. These types of facilities have 
beneficial uses for wifdlife and agriculture. 
The requirement lor reinjection is a criteria described in the lOP and only.al1plies to 
those pods located within the Colorado River Basin System. One exception under 
the interim drilling program is that surface water discharge in the Colorado River 
system will be considered lor Double Eagle Petroleum's Cow Creek Pod (the ot.her 
half of pod #6). The reasoning behind considering surface discharge tor thiS prolect 
was that Double Eagle had already applied lor a National Pollutant Discharge 
Elimination System (NPDES) permit and was worl<ing with the WDEO/WOo,to get 
that permit approved. Alternative water disposal methods will be explored In that 
project, including aquiler recharge wells. The reason lor limiting surface water 
discharge in this basin was to avoid signilicant impacts that could result Irom 
exceeding the limit 01 350 !ons 01 salt per year, per operator, adopted by the 
Colorado River Basin Salinity Forum and state requirements. The operators do have 
the option to exptore alternative methods 01 water disposal when the interim projects 
are located within the Great Divide and North Platte River Basins. 
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In /he exploratory phase 01 dsvelopment, it is not yet determined that complete road 
construction is necessary and, therefore. may not be environmentally prudent. PAW 
recommends thet, to minimize surfaca disturbance. roads and location. constructed during 
the exploratory phese of the project should be crowned and ditched but /aft unimproved until 
either the pod had dsmonstr.ted economic viability or the entire project is economically 
feasible. 
The requirement to gravel. or have an appropriate .urface, is a .tandard operating 
procedure for road construction within the BLM Rawlins Field Office area based on 
past experience and is more important within the Sun Dog Pod because of the highly 
erosive soils in the project area. The requirement to apply appropriate surfacing 
assists in erosion control, Inctuding reducing sediment release into the Muddy Cr .. k 
watershed. Placing an adequate surface on the roads where the soils are poor, 
provides a beller, safer, and less environmental destructivII type of access, 
especially for projects where heavy equipment is used. This is especially true in 
weller seasons. 
PAW questions the need to design all drainage crossing structures to earlY the 5O-year 
discharge event. The 25·yea, ligure should be used lor the intflrmillent streams and 
drainage structure. 
BLM Manuat 9113, Road Standards, agrees with this and the language in the 
document has been revised (s .. Appendix A). 
PAW questions the requirement to prepare a cultural resources mitigation plan to determine 
mitigation 01 adverse effects regarding cultural properties. 
A Cultural Resource Mitigation Plan is prepared if adverse effects to 
culluraVhistorical properties cannot be avoided. A Cultural Resource Mitigation Plan 
can address site-specilic issues such as the number 01 test units required to 
effectively evaluate a site and the appropriate dating methods to be used. This plan 
does not dupticate work conducted during a Class iii Cultural Resource Survey. 
Section 4. 7. I. 1.2, Big Game, states that important big game winterranges will be closed from 
November 15 through April 30. The use 01 the word "important" creates some confusion. 
Please replace "important" with "crucial .• 
The change has been made in Appendix A .. 
The document states that contributing segments of historic trails would be avoided by a 
J~ -mile buffer zone or outside of the visual horizon, wh;chever;s less. Because all historic 
trails do not warrant the protection of the l.-mife stipulation. it is recommended that this 
section include a list of traifs and their contributing segments that require the protection 
measure. 
The only two trails that require the ~·mile protection occurring within the entire 
Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane Project Area are the Overland and Cherokee Traits. 
These trails are not present in the Sun Dog Pod project area. 
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h. In Section 4. 14.2 olthe EA it states that, "the BLM may require noise levels be limited to no 
more then 10 dBA above background lave/s at sage grouse leks." PAW does not balieve 
there is enough collective research to determine the delinitive effflCts 01 noise Irom oil and 
gas development as it pertains to sage grouse behavior during certain times 01 the year. 
k. 
Research on noise levels affecting sage grouse is ongoing. The 10 dBA standard 
was established as mitigation in the Pinedale Anticline EIS. The analysis presented 
in the noise technical analysis report prepared for the EIS indicated that an oil and 
gas rig would have to be located a minimum of 800 feet away from a sage grouse 
lek, and a typical-sized (26,000 horsepower) compressor station would have to be 
located approximately 2,500 feet away from the lek, unless mitigation is applied. We 
are currently trying to obtain thefatest research information available but, until further 
studies are complete, we will use the results from the studies conducted for the 
Pinedale EIS as a guide and win mitigate noise levels of authorized actions to 
increases of no more than 10 dBA above background levels at the edge of sage 
grouse leks. 
The Interim Drilling Policy requires that II 14-mile buffer between surface·disturbing activities 
and the Overland Trail. The original language in the RMP should be inctuded in this 
mitigation measure which states, "There will be a 14 -mile protective area on each side 01 the 
trail or visual horizon, whichever is /tIss: 
The 14-mile requirement was proposed by the BlM lOT when developing the 
conditions and criteria that would be used for interim drilling activities. At times. the 
proposed conditions are more restrictive than those described in the RMP in order 
to protect sensitive resource values. The requirement, as staled. will remain as part 
otthe lOP. 
PAW questions the need lor block surveys lor cultural resources required in the Interim 
Drilling Policy. 
Due to the density 01 well s~es and the associated extensive ground disturbance, a 
Class III Cultural Resource Survey in block areas, rather than well·specilic areas, is 
required for CBM pods. For cultural and other resources, block survey of CBM pods 
has proven to be more time and cost-effective and often avoids delays to the project 
if changes occur to the proposal. Duplicate survey of weilipipeline/access road sites 
is not required if a block survey has already been completed in the same area. 
The Interim Drilling Policy requires that no drilling or disturbance be aUowed in those areas 
determined to be critical winter habitat lor sage grouse. This requirement is extremely 
concerning to PAW, particularfy since the BLM stated on page 3·21 01 the EA that the sage 
grouse receives special consideration because 01 population dectines over much 01 its range 
and its importance as an upland game bird in Wyoming. The BLM cannot ignore that the 
single most quanti/iable action resulting in the loss 01 individual sage grouseis hunting. tIthe 
sage grouse is in jeopardy and it is so critical to protect critical winter habitat by restflctmg 
oil and gas activity. the BLM should be compelled to conduct NEPA analYSIS on the Impact 
01 hunting to sage grouse conservation since the majority of sage grouse hunting in Wyommg 
occurs on BLM-administered lands. 
BlM Manual 6840 describes Special Status Species Management. The BlM is to 
ensure that actions requiring authorization or approval by the BlM are consistent 
with the conservation needs of special status speCies (which includes sage grouse) 
and do not contribute to the need to list (under the ESA) any special status species. 
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The .IDP req~irement 01 no drining or disturbance in these areas applies only to the 
O1teflm actiVIties and were suggested to ensure Ihat no significant impacts to sage 
grouse would result from the implementation of lhese projects. The authority to 
allow sage ~rouse hunting does nOI belong ~h the BlM, but with the Wyoming 
Game and Fish Department. 
The Interim Ddlling Policy allows no drilling or disturbance in areas where any two or more 
big game cruclill winter ranges overlap. PAWopposes fhis elftreme mitigation measure lind 
does nOI believe that il is justified. 
The authority for restricting drilling activity in overlapping crucial winter ranges comes 
from the RMP. The RMP affords a greater degree 01 management in these areas 
by stating under the section pertaining to Wildlife Habitat and Fisheries Management 
Decisions that, "In areas ~here crucial winter ranges for more than one species of 
big 9ame overlap (approxl~ately 122,880 acres of BlM-administered public land), 
habitat quahtywdl be maintained: The requirement as part of the tOP would enSure 
that no significant impact results in the implementation of the CBM exploration 
prOfect. 
Nallonaf Wlldllfa Federellon (NWF) 
a. Actions contemplated by Ihe Sun Dog Project Environmental Assessment (SDPEA) are 
inconsistent with the Great Divide Resource Management Plan. Although the Great Divide 
Resource Management Plan (RMP) discusses the Atlantic Rim area. it does not discuss CBM 
extraction or its environmental impacts, instead conSidering only conventional oil and gas 
development. The unique effects of CBM drilling contradict the SDPEA:S assertion that 
"existing RMP oil and gas decisions are adequate for CBM and allow for exploration and 
testing to determine the viability 01 CBM development. " Coalbed methane extraction has 
impacts. which are substantially distinct from oil and gas development and represents an 
expansion of the scope of resource use not contemplated in the RMP. 
The RMP decision that the entire planning area is open to oil and gas leaSing does 
nol make a distinction whether oil and gas development is "conventional'" or 
otherwise. The minerals management program policy and goals described in the 
RMP are to provide the opportunity for leaSing. exploration, and development at oil 
and gas while protecting ~ther resource values. The RMP does not specifically 
mention CBM: however, thiS does not mean the activity is not allowed. "Methane-
and "natural gas" are used interchangeably regardless of the source. No specific 
formation. bed, or seam was identilied in the RMP as being suitable or ilnsuitable. 
One respondent, RME, agrees with the assessment in the Sun Dog Pod EA that it 
conforms With the GORA RMP and provided the following information: "It is a well-
settled scientific principal that CBM gas exists in coal in three basic states: as free 
gas, as gas dissolved in the water in coal , and as gas adsorbed on the solid surface 
01 the coal. See Amoco Production Co. v. Southern Ute Indian Tribe. 199 S. Ct. 
1719,1724 (1999): In fact, these are the same three states or conditions in which 
natural gas is stored in other geological formations. including coal seams, 
sandstones, and shales. See Amoco.' 
The general analysis presented in the RMP was based on the amount ot disturbance 
associated wilh oil and gas development. The amount 01 long· term disturbance 
associated with the implementation of this project (13.2 acres) is within the 
Reasonably Foreseeable Development Scenario described in the RMP. 
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The SDPEA heavily relies on the BLMs Interim Drilling Policy. but that policy was never 
analyzed under the National Environmenlal Policy Act (NEPA). as it should have been. 
The lOP is a document that provides guidance in managing exploration activities 
while the EIS is being completed. The intent of this document is to establish 
conditions and criteria to keep all activity at an insignificant and a reasonable levet 
and allow consideration of limited drilling activity for acquisition 01 additional data 
needed for comptetion of the EtS. After review, we find that the word "authorized" 
in the titte of the poticy is confusing and inaccurate, because this document does not 
authorize any action or activity on its own. Under the conditions and criteria 01 this 
policy, no activity is authorized until the comptetion of a NEPA document and a 
Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) has been made. Therefore, the word 
authorized will be removed from the title of this policy and will be hereafter referred 
to as "Inte rim Drilling Policy· Conditions and Criteria Under Which Development 
Activities May Occur Concurrent with the EIS Preparation for the Atlantic Rim 
Coalbed Methane Project: 
The SDPEA (ailed to considsr a reasonable range o( altematives. as required by NEPA. The 
Interim Drilling Policy was used to limit the number o( alternatives the SDPEA could consider. 
White the SDPEA claims to analyze the "no action" alternative, in (act, there is no alternative 
that considers not developing these (ederaltands (or CBM production. The BLM argues that 
it is prectudsd (rom con.idering a no development alternative because it has already issued 
the teases and conveyed a property right to develop which now binds the agency. 
The decision to inctude a description of other alternatives, if any, that were 
considered but dismissed after pretiminary investigation is optional in an EA format 
(BlM Handbook H·1790·1). tn lhis case, the lOP does limit the range of reasonable 
alternatives considered, because its goat is to limit activity to only those areas where 
it is believed that significant adverse environmental impacts would not occur. The 
policy provides the sideboards that preclude the need for other development 
alternatives. 
The CEO slates in ils FortyOuestions and Answers aboul NEPA Regulations (1981) 
thai there are!wo dislinct interpretalions ollhe No Act ion Alternalive. The firsl is Ihat 
Ihere is no change from Ihe exisling silualion. This interpretalion generally applies 
10 planning decisions. The second inlerprelation is Ihallhe proposed aclivily (i.e., as 
described under lhe Proposed Action) would nollake place. This does nOI mean, 
however. Ihat aclivity associated wilh o~ and gas developmenl would never be 
allowed to occur in this area. Under the Mineral leasing ACI 011920, as amended, 
Ihe BlM cannot deny the lessee the right to develop somewihere within the 
leasehold. This is supported by national mineral teasing policies, and Ihe regulations 
by which Ihey are enforced recognize the statutory righls 01 lease holders to develop 
federal mineral resources to meet continuing national needs and economic demands 
as long as undue environmental degradation is not incurred. 
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The SDPEA (ails to consider conn«ted, similar, and cumulative impacts as required by 
NEPA. It aPl»ars that tha analysis of cumulative impacts inappropriately narrows the 
assessment in 1wo ways. The (irst is that the are. only includes pods 5, 6, 7, and 8 o( the 
200·well interim drilling program. There is no other reason to axcluds the other (iva pods 
(rom the analysis. Second, the cumulative impact analysis in the SDPEA makes no 
assessment o( the environmental consequences which accompany the propesatto permit 
drilling up to 3,880 CBM welts. 
The malrix provided in the cumulative impact discussion presents the cumulalive 
impact areas for each resource impacted by the Sun Dog Pod. In general, two main 
lactors determine whether other aClions should be included as part of lhecumulalive 
impact analysis, localion and liming of actions. The cumulative impact analysis must 
take into accounl the past, presenl, and future actions that overlap in lime and 
location wilh lhe Proposed Action. F", example, in Ihe case of the Sun Dog Pod, lhe 
projeci area does not contain, and no project component would disturb, any crucial 
winter range for elk. So, in the case of implementing the Sun Dog Pod project, the 
assumption is thai no impacts will occur to crucial elk winter range and, therefore, 
implemenlation of this projecl would not effect crucial elk winter range. This being 
the case, a cumulative impact discussion for this resource is not required. We 
agree that development ot the pods in the 2OO·well program may impact the elk 
cruciat winter range, but impacts on crucial winter range for elk will not be addressed 
untit a development of a proposed pod impacts this range. Table 4·3, tocated on 
page 431 ollhe EA, takes Ihis approach by breaking down what resources may be 
cumulatively affected by the implemenlalion of Ihe Sun Dog Pod project. For 
example. the laramie Air Basin is impacted by the Sun Dog Pod projeci and is 
common 10 all pods, while water resources impacted by the Sun Dog Pod would 
occur only in the Muddy Creek watershed, pods 5. 6. 7, and 8. 
At Ihis poinl, the proposal 10 develop a 3,880 welilieid is not reasonably foreseeable. 
At this time there is no data avaitable 10 confirm Ihat CBM resources can be 
developed and produced in the Allantic Rim CBM area. Implementation of the 200· 
well , interim drilling program was designed 10 identify areas where CBM drilling may 
be economic and the number 01 wells al which the program becomes economic. 
The response to CBM drilling is likely to be much different throughout the 310.335· 
acre project area. It could be thai only a small number of wells would be needed for 
lull l ield development, that addilional wells over and above the 3,880 well proposal 
would be required to economically develop the area. or that much of Ihe area cannol 
be economically developed. The only reasonably foreseeable act ivity at this time 
olher than conventional uses. oil and gas drilling and ranching. is the 200·well 
proposal. 
The SDPEA (ails to adequately disclose and mitigale impacts to wildlite (or the Sun Dog Pod. 
Reclamalion • Section 2.1.8.2.9. describes (orage species useful (or "resident" 
herbivores as part o( the reclamation plan. The SDPEA should not reference 
"resident" herbivores. but rather native herbivores, Same non·native forage used in 
reclamation is bene(icial to cattle or sheep, but not to wildlife. We can find no 
commitment to res/ore the shrub component to disturbed areas. 
According to the Wyoming BlM Policy on Reclamal ion, the BlM's long-term 
goal for reclamation is ecosystem reconstruction. This means to return the 
land to a condition approximale or equal 10 thai which existed prior to 
disturbance or to a stable and productive condilion compatible with toe land 
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ii. 
iii. 
use plan. The Master Surface Use Plan in Appendix E describes the 
required seed mix to be used in the reclamation 01 disturbance in the Sun 
Dog Pod. While there is no requirement to reestablish shrubs. it is generaHy 
lound that over time. the shrubs tend to reintroduce themselves into 
reclaimed areas. 
SSge Grouse - It appears that this assessment was written without relerring to the 
recentlY'pubtished guidelines. Specilically. the size of the crucial winter range 
described in the SDP£A is too small. The SDP£A commits to assuring that all 
motorized equipment will be mull/ed and maintained to the manufacturer's 
specifications; however. this commitment does notlactor in the liability 01 noise to 
sage grouse and that it be reduced to a level that does not interlere with sage grouse 
courtship. nesting. or brooding. The BLM misapplies the concept of potential habitat 
by diluting the impects to sage grouse by compering habitat loss within two miles 01 
an occupied lek. This potential nesting habitat is never identilied nor is It 
characterized regarding the ability to meet nesting requirements lor sage grouse. 
When the impacts are assessed. it is only the impacts 01 the nine proposed pods. 
Nowhere has the SLM included impacts on sage grouse habitatlrom grazing. gas 
recovery. or other activities. 
Although draft sage grouse guidelines exist. they have not yet been 
accepted by the BlM as policy. Once they have been accepted. they Will be 
implemented. The determination of sage grouse crucial winter habitat is 
based on the data collected during the winter of 2000-2001 and IS an 
ongoing project. Please referto the response to letter 1a regarding the size 
of the sage grouse crucial winter ranges. Current policy is to use the two· 
mile buffer surrounding sage grouse leks until the sage grouse guidelines 
are accepted. 
Application of the sage grouse timing stipulation which requires that no 
activity occur within two miles of active lek. should adequately protect sage 
grouse during the times you described in your comment. 
The habitat loss resulting from other activities is discussed under the 
cumulative impact section of the EA. 4.15. For response to the noise issue. 
please reler to letter 4h above. 
Raptors - The SDPEA describes impacts 01 the project on existing raptor nests and 
winter roost sites. but no el/ort was made to evaluate the impacts olthe development 
on raptor prey. Is it reasonable to assume raptor populations will be as success luI 
ilthere is a reduction in the number. kind. and density 01 prey? Does the BLM Intend 
to monitor rapla, nesting or overwinter success? 
The BlM believes that the impact to raptor prey within the SDPEA would be 
minimal. The vegetation disturbance may actually increase prey populations 
and. therelore. raptor success. Prey populations fluctuate dramatically Irom 
year to year depending on climatic changes. disease transmission. other 
predator population fluctuations. etc. There is likely more loss 01 raptor 
habitat as a result 01 these other lactors than the implementation 01 thiS 
project. 
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iv. Big Game. The cumulative impact analysiS area lor mule deer should be the entire 
Mule Deer Herd Unit as delined by the Wyoming Game and Fish Department. 
Similar impact analyses should apply lor elk and pronghorn. The analysis described 
in the Sun Dog Pod EA only evaluates the amount 01 crucial winter ranges al/ected 
by the development of the nine pods. This process significantly dilutes the 
percentage 01 habitat affected by the current proposal. while ignoring the impacts 01 
other gas developments. grazing allotments. and water and road development. 
The discussion relating to ' any of the crucial winter ranges regarding 
cumulative impacts is inappropriate if we use the analysis criteria described 
in the response to 5b above. because no crucial winter range would be 
affected by implementation of the Sun Dog Pod EA (i.e .. no surface-
disturbing activity would occur). Page 4-10 indicates the areas where 
crucial winter ranges exist in retation to the Sun Dog Pod project area. 
As described on page 3-21 of the EA. the SDPA is located within the Sierra 
Madre Herd Unit (elk) which encompasses 2.425 square miles (1 .576.250 
acres). the 1.394-square mile (906.1 00 acres) Baggs Herd Unit (pronghorn 
antelope). and the 3,440-square mile (2.201 .600 acres) Baggs Herd Unit for 
mule deer. 
Biodiversity Assocfates 
a. The Sun Dog Pod proposat Vlould violate NEPA because the Interim Drilling Policy and 
associated activities will adversely affect the environment and are inseparably linked to the 
Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane proposal. For exampte. the No Action Alternative for the £IS 
would not be available il200 wells were already drilled under the interim policy. Moreover. 
the proposal violates NEPA because the BLM is segmenting the proposed projects. 
b. 
The purpose of preparing the Sun Dog Pod EA is to allow for exploration drilling to 
gather data lor the preparation 01 the Atlantic Rim Coalbed Melhane EIS. Pan 01 the 
exploration project will determine if and where commercial quantities of gas exist 
within the 310.335·acre area. The 3.880-well Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane 
proposal is not reasonably loreseeable at this time because not enough data exists 
to determine the leasibility of the project. See response to leller Sa. 
The No Ac tion Alternative means that a panicular project would not take place. 
However, the No Action Alternative does not necessarily mean that no activity \':ould 
occur on these lands leased for oil and gas development. The RMP does allow lor 
a level of development for oil and gas resources with in th is area, regardless if the 
3,880·well program is implemented or not. Additionally. some level 01 activity is likely 
to occur within the project area because of the occurrence of private lands and 
minerals. See response to leller 5c. 
The Sun Dog Pod Proposal violates the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) 
because CBM is not mentioned in the Great Divide RMP. The Proposed Action is outside 
01 the reasonably loreseeable development scenario of the Great Divide Resource 
Management Plan. The EA states that the BLM considers existing RMP oil and gas 
decisions to be adequate lor CBM. However. CBM development and production have 
dissimilar impacts to conventional drilling. 
Please see response to letter Sa. 
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The Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane Area contains undeveloped lands of roadless and 
undeveloped qualities. However. the BLM has never performed an adequate wilderness 
inventory. This is a violation of FLPMA and other laws and regulations. The BLM must 
conduct an adequate inventory of the entire area. before the project is considered. 
The BlM wilderness review program stems tram Section 603 01 FlPMA. The BlM 
was directed to prepare an inventory of public lands and their resources, including 
the identification of areas having wilderness characteristics. Per Section 2(c) of the 
Wilderness Act 011964. the BlM Rawlins District inventoried areas 01 at least 5,000 
acres lor potent ial wilderness character. Within the Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane 
Project Area, the northern portion dropped out due to the existence 01 the 
checkerboard land pattern. To be considered lor a wilderness inventory unit the 
area must contain 5.000 acres 01 contiguous public lands . South 01 this 
checkerboard to an existing road north 01 Muddy Mountain in Township 13 was 
included in the Wild Horse Basin Initial Wilderness Inventory Unit. The conclusion 
from this inventory was that human activity and permanent manmade improvements 
Ihroughoullhe area precluded il lrom having wilderness qualily. The land pattern 
changes 10 the soulh 01 Ihis road and. although some lederal lands exisl, Ihe 
majorily ollhe land is privalely· or slale·owned. 
The Interim Drilling Policy is a violation of the Administrative Procedures Act. The policy 
constitutes a rule under 5 USC 551(4). The agency has the obligation to not only notify the 
public in the Federal Register of the a proposal to create a rule such as the Interim Drilling 
Policy, but also to solicit public comment under NEPA on the proposed rule. 
The definition of a rule according to the Administrative Procedures Act means, "the 
whole or a part 01 an agency stalement 01 general or particular applicability and 
lulure ellect designed to implemenl. interprel. or prescribe law or policy or 
describing the organization, procedure, or practice requirements, of an a~ncy 
(emphasis added) and includes the approval or prescriplion for the lulure 01 rales. 
wages. corporate or financial structures or reorganizations thereof. prices. facilities. 
appliances, services or allowances therefor or of valuations. COSI. or accounting. or 
practices bearing on any 01 the loregoing." 
We do not leellhallhe lOP meets any part 01 this delinilion. The lOP was developed 
to provide guidance in managing explorat ion act ivities while the EIS is being 
prepared. See response to 5b. 
The EA violated NEPA by lailing to evaluate a range of alternatives as required by 40 CFR 
Sections t502.14{a) and t50B.25{c). However, the Sun Dog Pod EA states that 
authorizations provided in the Interim Drilling Policy limit the selection of other alternatives. 
As a result, no other alternatives to the Proposed Action were considered. 
Please see response to 5c. 
The EA is inadequa te in several regards. 
While Ihe EA does address some 01 the cumulative impacts 01 all 200 interim wells, 
it lails to address impacts from existing CBM development in the area. By lailing to 
consider the ellects 01 the Sun Dog Pod in conjunction with the ellects 01 other 
proposed CBM projects that are reasonably loreseeable in light 01 the Atlantic Rim 
Coalbed Methane Proposal. the BLM has violated NEPA. 
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Again, the purpose of pr.paring the Sun Dog Pod EA was 10 .,Iow 
.xploration driling necessary 10 preparelhe Atlantic Rim CoalbtJd Methane 
project. Please refer 10 Sd. 
The BLM admits that sage grouse are likely to nest within the pod. Page 4 ·12 01 the 
EA states that, "no impacts to the sage grouse popu/alions are expected." Any 
impact to individuals should be considered an impact to a populalion and, therelore, 
must be considertJC/ unacceptable. 
The Sun Dog Pod EA is located within an area described .s sage grouse 
nesting habilat, although no known sage grouse leks occur wilhin Ihe projecl 
area. The stalement you described is inaccurate, and has been correcled, 
see Appendix A. 
The same argument applies to burrowing owls and Wyoming pocket gophers. The 
BLM did not collect population data on these species. Without accurate inlormation. 
the EA cannot determine that the proposed development would not impact these two 
species. A complete Biological Assessment is needed to address thi$ shortcoming. 
Wyoming pocket gophers are found in meadows with loose soil. The type 
01 vegetation in Ihis pod is dominaled by sa~brush and saltbush. 
Therelore, there is no potential habitat located within the pod, even though 
the EA mentions the possibility 01 occurrence. Burrowing owls do have Ihe 
potential to occur within the projeci area; however, during prairie dog 
mapping. no burrowing owls were observed. BlM raptor timing sl ipulations 
would also protect areas where burrowing owls are observed. AI this lime. 
fhe USFW S has not indicated that a Biological Assessment for the Sun Dog 
project is required. 
This project area includes important winter range for elk. mule deer, and antelope. 
Elk and deer are particularly sensitive to disturbanc~ during . . winter; special 
provisions should be made to close roads and cease all activities Bssociatedw.:th the 
Sun Dog Pod between November IS and April 30. 
While the area supports all three big game species all year round . no crucial 
(important) winler range ex isis in the Sun Dog Pod project area, so the 
timing slipulation would not be applicable with in Ihe projeci area. 
The EA states that produced water witl be discharged for a "very short pe~iod of/ime" 
during testing to determine if wells are productive. Given that the EA states that one 
well can discharge up to 11.500 gallons a day, this period 01 time musl be defined 
more accurately to allow the agency and the public to determine the po:ential 
impacts. It would certainly allect flow levels in the discharge area and Impacts to 
fish, arnphibians. and vertebrates could be significant. 
A tank will be constructed to contain produced water lor tesl ing as per the 
COA, Appendix E. All other produced water will be reinjecled inlo the 81 
Injection Well as required by Ihe COAs. No other d isposal is a!lowed 
wilhout prior aUlhorization and no other type 01 disposal other than 
re injeclion is allowed in the Colorado River Basin System per Ih' lOP. 
Because no uncontained surface discharge will be allowed. no im;;; .:ts to 
downstream T&E species are anlicipaled Irom the minimal waler disccarge. 
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Moreover, we would like to poinl oul that in our previous commenls we slated thaI 
lINt bonytail chub is found in Muddy Creek according 10 Deputy Dir«lor of Ihe 
Wyoming Game and Fish Department Bill Wichers, and lhe sp«ies was blalantly 
ignored in preparing Ihis EA. In addilion, lINt BLM lries 10 shirk ils responsibilities 10 
prol«1 T&E sp«ies by slating if there are any delected downstream, the USFWS 
will be consulted and a proteclion plan developed. The BLM musl inventory for 
sensitive and T&E fish species downslream from the project, and develop a 
moniloring plan, prior to issuing the Decision Record. 
The citation you refer to was from the April 22. 2001 , edition of the Casper 
Star Tribune. This was a misquote and the species does not exist in the 
Muddy Creek drainage. 
The USFWS's concerns regarding endangered fish in the Colorado River 
system stem from activities likely to restrict flows in the system as a result 
of water depletions. A depletion analysis was completed for the Sun Dog 
Pod project and the results sentto the USFWS on October 30, 2001 . The 
analysis completed by Western Water Consultants indicated that the 
groundwater within the coal seam, where water would be withdrawn during 
CBM production, is over 10,000 years old and does not supply surface water 
resources and the groundwater is not currendy being recharged by surface 
water. The BlM has asked the USFWS to review the data supplied and for 
its concurrence that th~. development of the Sun Dog Pod would have no 
effect with regard to Colorado River depletions. 
The BlM initiated informal consukation on August 7, 2001 , regarding the 
activities proposed under the lOP. Again, the policy was formulated with 
the purpose of avoiding impacts to sensitive resources, including T&E 
species. The USFWS was asked to review the policy and provide any 
Changes or suggestion regarding this policy. The BlM continues to contact 
the USFWS regarding all activities which might have an affect on T&E 
species within the project areas. 
Inventorying and monitoring data will be important in the preparation 01 the 
Atlantic Rim Coalbed Methane EIS, should interim drilling prove the potential 
for CBM development in this area. 
The plant species of concern and reptile species of concern that may occur wilhin 
the Sun Dog Pod project area were not addressed in the body of the EA. The same 
is Irue for some of Ihe mammal and bird species as well. 
Two species were inadvertently omitted from the list of sensitive species. 
the sage sparrow and the Brewer's sparrow. which are both sage brush· 
obligate species that could occur in the area. Because 01 the inherent 
mobility and continued availability 01 suitable habitat on undisturbed lands. 
the impacts to these species would be minimal. All other species 
anticipated to be in the project area were discussed on page 4·15 01 the EA. 
The concerns you brought up regarding sensitive species you leel should 
also be on the BlM sensitive species list is outside 01 the scope 01 this 
project. 
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fn addilion. lhe EA fails 10 menlion anything about Ihe BLM Wyoming Sensilive 
Species Policy and Lisl. The BLM cannol exclude its own lisl of sensilive species 
when evaluating polential impacls of lhe Sun Dog Pod projecl. In our previous 
commenls. we requesled Ihal impacts to lhese species be specifically addressed. 
Because of the dtICline in population of many wildlife and plant .pecies. the 
Wyoming BlM developed a list to better manage these species and 
habitats. The BlM .ens~ive species management ensures that .ensitive 
species are considered during NEPA analysis. 
Disturbance eslimates presenled in lhe EA are misleading. The lolal acreage 
dislurbed is actually much greater b«ause roads and pipeline are crisscrossed 
Ihroughoutlhe pod. The lolal e"«ls of fragmenlation and other indirtlCt effects of 
this road/pipeline system musl be included in the disturbance estimates. In 
parficutar the ,,((«ts of roads on wintering ungulates hav" been understated. 
Researchers have found that ,,((tlCts of roads on elk in similar habitats extend 2.5 km 
from each road. 
Our estimates are based on actual disturbance to the surface of the I.nd 
from the project components. The EA describes on page 4· 11 that the 
project will result in some direct lOss of ha~at and that disturbance of big 
game species during the parturition period and on winter range can increase 
stress and may influence species distribution. The actual acreage ot haMat 
that becomes unusable to big game animals as a result of this project could 
only be determined after site·specific research has been conducted over a 
period of several years. These types of wildlife studies would be part of the 
NEPA analysis should tull·field development prove feasible. tmpacts to elk 
Irom roads associated with the Sun Dog project are expected to be minimal 
given the small amount of disturbance and that undisturbed habitats are 
available. 
The EA states on page 2· 18 that, "areas with important resource values · should be 
avoided when planning new roads. Who decides what is important? 
The locations ot new roads are shown on the Master Surface Use Plan. 
The development of this plan begins with the operator staking areas it 
intends to use in its project. A BlM lOT. which generally consists of a 
natural resource speCialist. an engineer. a realty specialist, and a wildlife 
biologist. but could include others depending on resources involved. 
participate in these on·site inspections. Ourin~ this on-site. the specialists 
review the locations of proposed activities and. if any of the project 
components are found to overlap sensitive resource areas, the operator will 
be asked to move this element of the project t~ a new location. 
The EA should include all possible measures 10 prevent adverse environmental 
impacts. For example. all reserve p its should be lined. regardless 01 soil 
permeability. and no conslruction should take place within SOD feet of surface lVater 
or riparian areas. 
Whether or not to line a reserve pit is examined on a case-by· case basis. 
Ii soils are gravelly or sandy. the pit will likely be fined; however. in clayey 
soils. pit lining may not be required. Soils in the Sun Dog Pod project area 
tend to be clayey, and no recommendation was made to line these pi:s. 
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The requirement you cite to timit construction activities within 500 leet 01 
surface water or riparian areas is lound in Appendix A. Standard Mitigation 
Guidelines lor Surface Disturbing Activities. Great Divide RMP. However. 
the BlM realizes that some linear project components such as roads and 
pipelines may not be able to avoid all 01 these surface water leatures. 
Within the Sun Dog Pod project area. the access road through the project 
area will cross two ephemeral streams. The COAs (see Appendix E) lor the 
Sun Dog Pod project explain the culvert design that will be required lor 
these crOSSings in order to protect stream values. 
The EA faifs to identify specific locations of reinjections wells . Considering that 
disturbance will occur on these siles. their localions must be delermined and 
disclosed. and impacts resulting from the construction of these sites must be 
included in the EA. 
The location 01 the water injection well is shown on Figure 2-1 . page 2-2 01 
the Sun Dog Pod EA. 
The EA does not provide adequate analysis of the possibility of subsidence and 
earthquakes due to ground water drawdown and degasification at the coal seam. 
Due to the lack 01 active laults within the SDPA. it is highly unlikely that a 
CBM program would result in enough change to trigger the tectonic stresses 
required to create an earthquake. In CBM. the seam is not totally de-
watered. enough water is removed to reduce the pressures in the coal to 
allow gas to /low. Complete aqu~er dewatering. not simply a reduction in 
the static water level, would be necessary to allow aquiler media 
compression to create subsidence. 
xiv. The BLM fa iled to address several issues of concern we raised in our Aprif 5, 2000. 
comments on the Atlantic Rim Coalbad Methane Project. 
We have reviewed the AprilS. 2000, letter and leel that comments you 
made specilic to resource issues that exist in the Sun Dog Pod project area 
have been adequately addressed in the environmental assessment based 
on the antiCipated level 01 impacts . 
The No Action Alternative may violate NEPA. Under the No Action Alternative, four CBM 
wells would still be drilled. We are unsure if an EA was even written, and if so, we do not 
know if it was ever made avaifable to the public for comment. The BLM must clarify this issue 
before proceeding with either aftemative. 
The second paragraph on page 1-1 of the EA states that the authorization to drill 
these lour CBM wells was previously analyzed in an EA completed by the BlM 
Rawlins Field Of/ice on October 12, 2000. Although this EA was not released to the 
public, the public was notilied 01 its existence by placement on the BlM Rawlins 
Field Of/ice EA register. when the project was initiated. Anyone requesting the 
opportunity to review and comment on an EA will be provided that opportunity. The 
BlM manager responsible lor authorizing the action must make the determination 
how, where. and to what extent the EA and FONSI should be made available lor 
public review. 
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The BLM needs to avaluate a minimum footprint aftemative that would require wells to be 
clustered and employ directional drilling techniques to minimize the creation of new roads, 
well pads, and other surface disturbances. Ecological advantages of clustered horizontal 
wells are well-documented. By requiring cluster development, the BLM can minimize the 
environmental demage that wiff occur if CBM development is allowed to proceed. The 
economic feasibifity of directional drilling is also well documented. 
There are several reasons why horizontaVdirectional drilling would be dif/icult to 
utilize lor the Sun Dog Pod project. 
First we need to look at the seams that will be produced. There are three major 
groups of coal being targeted for methane production in the project area. The 
Garden Gulch coals are quite thin and discontinuous. These consist of eight to 
twelve coal seams per well ranging in thickness of one to four leet. These seams 
do not correlate over long distances. The Almond coals are made up of three 
subgroups of coals. with eight to twelve seams ranging in thickness from one to ten 
feel. Some Almond coal seams correlated between wells over long distances. but 
there are still a high number of seams or riders that do no correlate from well to well. 
Finally the Allen Ridge coals are quite thin and discontinuous, with six to ten seams 
per well, averaging two feet in thickness. Thin or discontinuous target zones are 
poor prospects for horizontat drilling. 
In addition. horizontal drilling technology requires precise control of target locations 
in all three dimensions. Even the thickest coal seams in the project area are below 
the vertical resolution of current seismic technology; therefore. yields lack the target 
control required for laleral drilling. This being the case. without the knowledge of 
where the coal seams pinch out or end, horizontal drilling would not produce the 
desired results. In addition, it would be impossible to stay in coal seams during 
lateral drilling due to the limited control and limited thickness of the coal seams. 
It would not be economical to drill laterals in thinner seam coals. Potentially. up to 
24 coal seams would have to be developed per well; i.e .. 24 laterals would need to 
be drilled to develop all seams. Also. horizontal laterals would not be economical in 
thin seams, even il adequate control was available, as cost of each lateral would 
exceed the return on ultimate gas recovery. Thin, uneconomic zones would not be 
produced if horizontal techniques were required; this could lead to economic failure 
01 the entire project because of the gas contribution available in the thin seams. In 
conventional drilling. these seams would contribute to overall production , therefore 
maximizing the recovery of the gas resource. . 
The coal seams are quite shallow in most of this project area and this would limit the 
distance that could be drilled from the surface location. Also. there would not be 
adequate forces in a shallow well to drill the necessary lateral dis lance to gain 
desired advantage of increased drainage area. Short horizontal laterals would not 
significantly increase the drainage area compared to vertical well bores; horizontal 
drainage patterns would be on the order of only a quarter section or so. 
The only economic horizontal coal programs currently active are used to vent 
methane in front of coat mining operations where it is required to drain coal seams 
01 significant thickness (greater than six feet) as quickly as possible for the safety of 
miners . 
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The advantages in using verticat wens include maximizing the production of gas 
resources from aU coal seams present in the well bore, regardless of the thickness 
or seam discontinuity of the coals. Vertical well bores may ultimately have the same 
drainage areas due to the true vertical depth of the coal seams. 
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APPENDIXC 
PROJECT-WIDE MmGATION MEASURES AND PROCEDURES 
APPENDlXC 
PROJECT-WlOI MITIGATION MEASURES AND PROCEDURES 
a. 1.' ProJect-WIele Mltlptlon M .. lurel end Procedu,.. 
PEOCO proposes to implement the lollowing mnigetion me .. urea. procedures. and BlM.requlred 
menage":*!, practlCft on public landa to avoid or miliget. resource or other land us. impacts. 
TheH miligeliOn meaaur.~ and procedures will be applied on priva!.Iy-owned surface unlesa 
~mel' actiOns are speclilCal!y required by the involved private surface owners. An .xception to a 
milogatoon meeaur. a~or datogn leature may be approved on public land on a _·by·case basis. 
when d~ alJP!OPnate ~ the BlM. An .xception would be approved only alt.r a thorough. 
aite-spac:iloc anaIyalS determined that the resource or land usa lor which the m.asur. was put in place 
is not present or would not be signKicantty impacted. 
a. 1.'_ 1 Preconltructlon Planning end o.ll"n M.alu,.. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
PEOCO and.the BlM will make on-she inspections 01 each proposed and staked facilijy sne 
( • . ~ .• _II srtas): new a~ess rOad. access road reconstruction. and pipeline atignm.nt 
projacIs so that alte-spacKoc recommendations and mhigation measures can be developed. 
New road corostruction and maintenance 01 existing roads in the SDPA and ARPA will be 
accomplished in accordance with BlM Manual 9113 standards. unl.ss private landowners 
or the Stat. of Wyoming specilyotherwise. 
P~ to ~tructi~. PED<?0 wIIlaubmit a Master Surface Use Plan (MSUP) lor each pod. 
ThIS. pla.n will contaIn Individual APDs lor each drin she and Sundry Notices andlor ROW 
appIocatlons lor pIpeline and acc.ss roads. APo. submitted by PEOCO will show the layout 
of the dnN pad over the existing topography. dimenaions of the pad. volumes and cross-
sectIOns of the cut and !i" (when required). location and dim.nsions 01 reseove pit(s). and 
access road egress and ongress. The MSUP will include hemization of project administration 
time frame. and responsible parties. • 
PEOCO will slope-stake construction activities when required by the BlM (e.g .• steep andlor 
unstable slopes) and receive approvai from the BlM prior to start 01 construction. 
The BlM .will require the road to be crowned and ditched with a 0.03 to 0.05 foot crown. and 
the topso~ won be pulled back down on the cut slope so there is no berm lelt at the top of the 
cut slope. 
The BlMwili require that cUlverts be covered with a minimum 01 12 inches 01 fill orone.half 
the pipe diameter. whichever is greater. The iniet and outlet will be set flush with existing 
ground and lined up in the center 01 the draw. The bottom 01 the pipe will be bedded on good 
materoal.belore .backllillng. BackfIll WIll be done with unfrozen material and no rocks larger 
that two Inches In dIameter. Care will be exercised to thoroughly compact the backfill under 
the haunches of the conduit. The backfill w~1 be brought up evenly in six-inch layers on both 
sides 01 the conduit. 
Additional culverts will be placed in the existing access road as needed or directed by the 
BlM. 
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I. 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
The BlM will require lurfacing 0/ tIta __ "* prior to moving tIta driling equipmanlfrtg 
onto tIta pad. with an appropriat. greda 0/ grev.l to a cIIptIt 0/ fOUt Inchaa. 
The BlM will requlr. thai __ "*' be maintained In a .. ,. Iftd IIIItbIa condition. A 
regular meInt_ progrem willnctuda, buill not limited 10. blading. diIching. culvert 
iostanatlon. and lurlacing. 
" snow removal is required 0UfIIda new and axlltlng roacIweyII. tIta BlM will require that 
snow removal equlprnant be equipped with IIIIoaIto keep tIta blade off the ground IUrf_. 
" the surf_ 01 tha ground is unawn. the BlM wiI require Ipeci8I pracaUfionl be taken to 
ensure that equipment bladea do not daltroy vegatatlon. 
The BlM will require wing ditches be constructed. as nlCas18ry. to divart wat.r from road 
dhches. 
2.1.1.2 R __ Spacnlc Requ"-tl 
PEOCO proposes to impIemanIthe loIIowIng resource-specific m~igetion measures. procedures. and 
BlM management requirements on public lands. 
2.1.'.2.1 
2.1 .' .2.2 
Range R~ MId Other Land U ... 
Mitigetion requirements listed under SOOs. Vegetation and Wetlands. and WildtWe. 
also apply to Range Resources and Other lind U .... 
1. PEOCO wilt coordinate with the affected livestock operators to ensure that 
livestock control structures remain functional during drilling and production 
operetlons. 
Air Qualily 
1. An BLM conducted or authorized eclivnies must compiywhh appticable local. 
state. tribal and federal air quatity regulations and standards. PEOCO wilt 
adhere to all applicable ambient air quality standards. perm~ requirements 
(including preconstruction. tasting. and operating permhs). motorized 
equipment and other regulations. as required by the State 01 Wyoming. 
Department 01 Environmentat Quality. Air Quality Division (WDEQ-AQD). 
2. PEOCO wilt not allow burning garbage or reluse at well locations or other 
lacilhies. Any other open burning wili be conducted under the permining 
provisionS of Section 13 01 the Wyoming Air Quality Standards and 
Regulations. 
3. On federelland. PEDCO wilt initiate immediate abatement 01 lugitive dust 
(by application 01 water. chemical dust suppressants. or other measures) 
when air quality. soil loss. or salety concerns are identified by the BlM or 
the WDEQ-AQD. These concerns include. but are not limited to. potential 
exceedances of applicabte air quatity standards. The BlM will approve the 
control measure. location. and application rates. "watering is the approved 
control measure. the operator must obtain the water Irom a state-approved 
source(s). 
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1.1.1.2.3 
2.1.'.2." 
1. 
2. 
3. 
... 
5. 
6. 
ExJating ro.d. wiI be uHd .. collectors and Iocal_ds. whenever pouible. 
Standltrds lor road dftign wiP be consistent with BLM Road Standltrda 
Manu81 Seclion 9113. 
Roads not required lor routine operation and maintenance 01 producing 
wells and ancillary lacilitie. will be permanently blocked. reclaimed. and 
ravagetated. 
Areas with important resource values. steep slopes. and Iragile soils should 
be avoided where pos.ible in planning lor new roads. 
Permits are required Irom Carbon County lor any road access to or across 
a county road or lor any pipeline crossing 01 a county ro.d. These perm~s 
should be acquired prior to construclion 01 additional roads. All roads on 
public lands which are not required lor operation and maintenance 01 lield 
production should be permanently blocked. recontoured. and reseaded. 
Roads on private lands should be trealed sim~arlydepending on the de.ires 
01 the land owner. 
The Proponent will be responsible lor preventive and corrective 
maintenance 01 roads in the projecl area throughout the duration 01 the 
project. This may include blading. cleaning d~ches and drainage laciities. 
dust abatement. noxious weed control. or other requirements as directed by 
the BLM or the Carbon County Road and Bridge Department. 
Except in emergency sHuations. access witl be NmHed to drier condilions to 
prevent severe rutting 01 the road surface. Culverts will be installed. where 
needed. to allow drainage in all draws and nalural drainage areas. low 
water crossings win be utiized where applicable. On·sHe reviews win be 
conducted with BlM personnel lor approval of proposed access prior 10 any 
construction. 
Minerals/Paleontology 
Mitigalion measures presented in the Seils and Water Resources seclions will avoid 
or minimize many 01 the potential impacls to the surface mineral resources. 
Protection of subsurface mineral resources from adverse impacts will be provided 
by the BlM. WOGCC. and WOEO casing and cementing policies. 
Potenlial scienlilically-significanl paleontological resources wilhin the lewis Shale. 
the only geologic formation 01 concern which underlies Ihe SOPA. will be prolected 
through the following miligalion measures: 
1. If recommended by the BlM. each proposed lacility Iocaled in areas ~h 
known and potential vertebrale paleonlological resource significance) will be 
surveyed by a BlM-approved paleonlologisl prior 10 surface dislurbance 
(USOI-BlM 1987. 1990). 
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2.1.'.2.5 
2. 
3. 
Solla 
Qjlcgytrv CpntiOCllOCl/. Contingency .hould be rNde lor the accidenI8I 
dilcowryol aigniIicent foaalfa by project personnel. If fouls are ~
by construction paraonnet during ~tionolthe project the BLMwII 
be notitied immediately. If the fouila could be acIvMeIy affeclad by 
construction. construction ~iea will be redirected until a quafiIIed 
paleontologist hea cMtennlned the irnportence 01 the uncovared foaalfa and 
the .xtent of the fossilif8fOUS depoaIa and rNde and implemenled 
recommandlttions regarding lurther mitigation. 
Field SuMD/. No apecitic data currently .xists on deposita 01 high and 
undetermined paleontologic potential in SOPA. Forthat reason. field survey 
lor paleontologic resources wiQ be conducted on a cue-by-case buis ... 
directed by the BlM. in ar.as in which surface exposures 01 the IIfowne 
Park. Green River. and Wasatch lormations crop out. Fiefd .urvey may 
resu. in the iden1itication 01 addilion8l mitigation ",....".. to IeaHn 
adverse impact. to fossil resources. This m~igation may include collection 
of add~ional data and loslif material. obtaining rapre_live .. mpl .. of 
lOlli material. by monitoring .xcavation or avoidanc.. In some _ no 
action beyond that conducted during the lield survey may be necessary_ 
A report wi. be submitted to the BlM lolowing the c:ompIeIion 01 each field 
survey. That repor1 wi. deta~ the resun, 01 the survey. including a Nat 01 
fossils collected. it any were. and may include recommandlttions lor. or 
delailthe reluhs 01. additional mHigation. If significant fouia are collected. 
the report musl document the curation 01 specimens along with associated 
geologic records into the collections 01 an acceptable museum reposOOry. 
1. Reduce lhe area 01 disturbance to the absolute minimum necessary for 
construction and production operationS while providing lor the safety 01 the 
operation. 
2. 
3. 
Where feasible. locate pipelines immedialely adjacent to roads 10 avoid 
crealing separate areas of disturbance and in order to reduce the tOlal area 
01 disturbance. 
Avoid using frozen or salurated soils as construction malerial. 
4. Minimize construction activities in areas 01 steep slopes. 
5. 
6. 
Design culslopes in a manner that will allow retenlion of topSOil. surface 
Irealment such as mulch. and subsequent revegetalion. 
Seleclively slrip and salvage topsoil or the besl suilable medium lor plant 
growth Irom all dislurbed areas 10 a minimum deplh of six inches on all well 
pads. 
7. Where possible. minimize disturbance to vegelaled cuts and Iills on existing 
roads that are improved. 
8. Inslall runoll and erosion conlrol measures such as Vlaler bars. berms. and 
interceplor dilches if needed. 
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2.1.1.2.1 
I . Insld culverts lor ephemeral and inlermittent drainage crossings. Design 
.. drainage crossing atructu ... to carry the ,!5-~ dilcharge event. Of .. 
othenoiIe directed by the BlM. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
Implement minor routing variationl during acce .. road la~tto avoid Iteep 
llopes adjacent to ephemeral or Intermittent drainage channels. Maintain 
a l00-loot wide buller at", 01 natural vegetation where posSible (not 
Including weiland vegetation) between all construction activities and 
ephemeral and intermittent drainage channals. 
Include adequate drainage control devices and measures in the road dellgn 
(e.g .• road berms and drainage ditches. diversion ditches. cross drains. 
culverts. out·sloping. and energy elissipators) at sufficient intervals and 
intens~ies to edequatelycontrol and direct surface runoff above. below. and 
within the roed environment to avoid erosive concantrated llows. In 
conjunction with surface runoff or drainage control measures. use erosion 
control devices and measures such as temporary barrie .. , ditch blocks, 
erosion stops, manes, mulches. and vegetative cove... Implement a 
revegetation program as soon as possible to re·establish the soil prolection 
afforded by a vegetal cover. 
Upon completion 01 construction activities, restore topography to near pre· 
existing conlours at the weft sites, along access roads and pipelines, and 
other lacilities s~es; replace up to six inches 01 topsoil or suitable plant 
growth material over all disturbed surfaces; apply lertilizer, as required; 
seed; and mUlch. 
Other mitigation measures listed in the Soils and Vegetation and Wetlands sections 
01 this EA will also apply to Water Resources. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
limit construction 01 drainage crossings to no·flow periods or low·/low 
periods. 
Minimize the area 01 disturbance within perenniat, ephemeral, and 
intermittent drainage channel environments. 
Prohibit construction 01 well siles, access roads. and pipelines within 500 
leet 01 surtacewater and/or riparian areas. Possible excep/ions to this would 
be granted by the BlM based on an environmenlal analysis and site·spec~ic 
mitigation plans. 
Design channel crossings to minimize changes in channel geometry and 
subsequent changes in flow hydraulics. 
Maintain vegelation barriers occurring between conslruction activities and 
ephemeral and intermillent channels. 
6. Design and conslruct interception ditches, sediment traps/sill lences, water 
bars, sill lences, and revegetation and soil stabilizalion measures ~ needed. 
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7. Construct channel CIOSI. by pipaIinat luch that the pipe is buried a 
minimum 01 lour ltal below the channel bottom. 
I . 
9. 
10. 
11 . 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Regrade dilturbec! channel beda to the original geometric conflguralion and 
the .. ma Of very limMar bed malerial replaced. 
Case walls during drilling and case and carnant .. walls In accOfdance with 
Onshore Order No, 2 10 protect all high quality ...... aquIf.... High quality 
waler aqu~ers 8re aqu~ers with known water quality 0110.000 TDS or laSS. 
Include well casing and welding 01 sufficiant integrity to contain all lluidl 
under high pressure during drilling and well completion. Further. wells wi. 
adhere to the appropriate BlM cementing policy. 
Construct the reserve pits in cut rather than I~I materials Of compact and 
stabilize lin. Inspect the subsoil material 01 the pit to be constructed in ordar 
to assess soil stability and permeability and whether reinforcement and/or 
lining are required. II lining is required, ~ne the reserve pit with a reinlorced 
synthelic liner at least 12 mils in thickness and a bursting strength 01 
175 x 175 pounds per Inch (ASTMD 75179). Consideration should be given 
lor use 01 closed Of semi-cioaed driling systems in s~uations where a liner 
may be required. 
Maintain two leel ollreeboard on all reserve pits to ensure the reserve pits 
are not in danger 01 overflowing. Shut down drining operations until the 
problem is corrected iI leakage is lound outside the pit. 
Extract hydrostatic test water used in conjunction with pipeline testing and 
all water used during construction activities Irom sources with sullicient 
quantities and through appropriation permits approved by the State 01 
Wyoming. 
Discharge hydrostatic lest water in a controlled manner onto an energy 
dissipater. The water is to be discharged onto undisturbed land that has 
vegetative cover. ~ possible, or into an established drainage channel. Prior 
to discharge, treat or lilter the water to reduce pollutant levels or to senle out 
suspended particles, II necessary. II discharged into an established 
drainage channel, lhe rate 01 discharge will not exceed the capacity of the 
channel to salely convey the increased flow. Coordinale aA discharge of test 
water with the WDEOIWOD and the BlM. 
Discharge all concentraled waler lIows within access road ROWs onto or 
through an energydissipator structure (e.g., riprapped aprons and discharge 
points) and discharge inlo undisturbed vegetation. 
Develop and implement a pollution prevention plan (PPP) lor storm water 
runoll at drill sites as required per WDEO storm lVater Na!iona ~ Pol!ution 
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit requirements. All required 
WDEO permits will be in-place prior to discharge. 
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2.1.1.2.7 
2.1.1.2.1 
2.1.'.2.9 
16. EXen:iH liringent precaUlions against pipeline breaks and OIher potential 
8CCidental discherges oIloxic chemicals Inlo adjacenl Ilraaml. "liquid 
petroleum products are Ilored on I~e in sufficient quantities (per cmen. 
contained in 40 CFR Part 112), a Spill Prevention Conlrol and 
Countermeasures (SPeC) plan wi. be developed in 8CCordance with 
40 CFR Part 112, daled December 1973. 
17. Coordinate all crossings or encroachments 01 waters ollhe U.S. with lhe 
U.S. Army Corps 01 Engineers (COE). 
18. Any changes in the produced water disposal method or location must have 
wrinen approvallrom the BlM before fhe changes take place. 
Fi.tlerln 
1. No lisheries mitigation is needed beyond that indicated under Water 
Resources and Special Status Species Fish. 
Vegetalion and Wellandl 
Other mitigation measures under Soils and Water Resources will also apply to 
vegetation and wellands. 
1. 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
File noxious weed monitoring lorms with the BlM and implement. il 
necessary, a weed control and eradication program. 
Evaluate all project lacility s~es lor occurrence and distribution 01 waters 01 
the . . U.S .• special aquatic sites. and jurisdictional wellands. All project 
lac",t,es w,lI be located oul of these sensitive areas. "complete avoidance 
,s not possible. minimize impacls through modilication and minor 
relocations. Coordinate activities that involve dredge or lill into wetlands 
with the COE. 
On BlM lands. an approved Pesticide Use Proposal will be obtained belore 
the application 01 herbicides or olher pesticides lor the control of noxious 
weeds. 
Dislurbed areas will be seeded and stabilized in accordance with BlM. 
approved reclamation guidelines. 
Wildlife 
1. 
2. 
3. 
During reclamalion. establ.sh a variety 01 lorage species that are useful to 
resident herbivores. 
Prohibit unnecessary oll·site activities 01 operational personnel in the vicinity 
of the drill sites. tnform all project employees 01 applicable wildlife laws and 
penal/ies associated with unlawlultake and harassment. 
limit construction activities per BlM authorizations within big game crucial 
winter range Irom November 15to April 30. 
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2.1.6.2.10 
4. Complet. a raplor survey 01 the SOPA prior 10 COIIIlIucIIon 10 ._1IIa1 
well aiIeS are located away lrom poCenIiII conIIcI _ . 
5. Sufvey and dear .... iii .. wiIhin one mile 01 rapIor ,.... Identified in .. 
raptor IUM)' prior to th. commencement 01 drilling and conIIrUCIion during 
the raplor nesting period (February 1 through July 31). 
6. When an ·active· raplor nest II within 0.7510 1 mile (depending on specin 
and line 01 sight) 01 a proposed well 1_., restrict constructioll tIIiiing .. 
critical nesting season for that lpecies. 
7. Do not perform construction actiwies within 0.25 mile 01 .xisting sage 
grouse leks at any time. 
6. 
9. 
Provide for sage grouse lek protection during the breeding, .gg-Iaying. and 
incubation period (March 1 through June 30) by restricting conslruction 
activities wi/hin a two·mile radius 01 active sage grouse leks. Exceptions 
may be granted ~ the activity wiH occur in unsuilable nelling hab~al. 
To eliminate any hazard to migratory birds or other wildl~., the BLM will 
require nening (maximum two inch mesh) be instaled over any ~s 
identified as containing oil or toxic substances. 
Speclel Status Species 
Speclat Statu. Plant. 
1. Employ s~e·specific recommendations developed by the BlM lOT lor 
staked facilities. 
2. Minimize impacts due to clearing and soil handling. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Monitor and control noxious weeds. 
Comply with Section 404(b)(1) guidelines of the lederal Clean Water Act 
(CWA). 
Perform clearance surveys lor plant species 01 concern. 
Special Status Animals 
1. 
2. 
Implement measures discussed in Chapter 4 01 the EA in compliance with 
the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 
Prior to production 01 waters associated with CBM production in the SDPA. 
the proponent agrees to collect water data to determine if water Irom the 
Mesaverde Formation is connected to surface waters associated with the 
Colorado River System. Results of this analysis will be submined to the 
USFWS and the BlM. II data indicates that there is a connectivity belWeen 
the walers produced concurrent with CBM production and the Colorado 
River Basin system and the project will result in depletions. formal 
consultation will be initiated with USFWS. II, as a result 01 water testing 
that no depletions of the Colorado River System will occur as a result 01 this 
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2.1.1.2.12 
2.1.1.2_13 
2.1.1.2.14 
project. dIIcIIatge 01 caM ... wiN only occur .tier the concurrence 01 
USFWS 1I-.IweI by the BlM. ShouIdIhis Ie8t IndIcat. tNt no depIetionI 
01 the ~ AMI syst.m wII occur lrom the Implementation 01 thia 
project, diacNrge lrom CBM ... wII not be allowed until concurrence with 
the .. ruuIta is _iwd by the BlM lrom USFWS 
V ...... R.aourcn 
1. UliWze .xisting topography 10 scr .. n roads, pipeline corridors, drill rigs, we" 
heada, and production lacilities Irom view. 
2. Painl wen and centratlacUnies s~e structure, with llat colors (e.g., Carlsbad 
Ca~ or Oesar! Brown) that blend with the adjacent surrouncfong 
undisturbed lerrain, except lor structures that require salety coloration in 
accordance with Occupational Salety and Hea.h Administration (OSHA) 
requirements. 
HoI .. 
1. Muff" and maintain an motorized equipmenl according to manulacturers' 
specilications. 
2 . In any area 01 operations (e.g., drillane, compressor sn., etc.) where noise 
levels may exceed lederal OSHA sal. imits, PEOCO wi. provide lor and 
require the us. 01 proper personnel protective squipment by employees. 
Recrution 
Measures under Wildlile, Transportation, SoUs, Health and Salety. and Waler 
Resources also apply to Recreation. 
1. Minimize conflicts between project vehicles and equipment and recreation 
traflic by posting appropriate warning signs, implementing operator salety 
training. and requiring project vehicles to adhere to low speed limits. 
Socioeconomics 
1. Implement hiring policies that will encourage the use 01 local or regional 
workers who will not have to relocate to the area. 
2. Coordinate project activities with ranching operations to minimize conflicts 
involving livestock movement or other ranch operations. This will include 
scheduling 01 project activities to minimize potential disturbance 01 large-
scale livestock movements. Establish effective and lrequent communication 
with affected ranchers to monitor and correcl problems and coordinate 
scheduling. 
3. PEDCO and its subcontrators will obtain Carbon County sales and use tax 
licenses lor purcha .. s made in conjunction wnh the project so that project-
related sales and use tax revenues will be distributed to Carbon County. 
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2.1.1.2.11 
2.1.'.2.1' 
1. 
2. 
3. 
" a da II consIderad aligfble lor, or II alrudy on ilia Na\ionel R~ter 01 
Historic PIec .. (NRHP), allOidance II ilia preferred method lor mnigllfng 
adverse eIIecta to that property. 
Mitigation 01 aelvarse a"ect, to culturallhistorical properties lllat cannot be 
avoided wIh be accomplished by the pteparalion 01 a cultural resources 
m~igalion plan. 
" culturat resources are cIiscoYered at any time during construction. an 
construction activities will halt and ilia BlM Authorized OIIicer (AO) will be 
immediately notillecl. Work wil not resume unti a Notice to Proceed is 
issued by the BLM AO. 
Health and Salety 
Measures ~sted under AirOuality and Wat,r auality also apply to H.alth and Salety. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
Sanitation lacilities instaled on the dril an .. and any resident camp 1ft' 
locations will be approved by ilia WDEO. 
To minimize undue exposure to hazardous situations. the operator will 
comply with all existing applicable rules and regulations (i .e .. Onshore 
Orders. OSHA requirements. etc.) that Will preclude the public lrom 
entering hazardous areas and place waming signs alerting the pubic 01 
tnuck trallie. 
Haul all garbage and rubbi~h lrom the drill site to a state-approved s~nitary 
landlill lor disposal. Collect end store any garbage or reluse matenals on 
location prior to transport in containers approved by the BLM. 
During construction and upon commencement 01 production operations. 
PEDCO will have a chemical or hazardous substance Inventory lor an such 
items that may be at the sne. PEDCO will institute a Hazard CommunicatIOn 
Program lor its employees and will require subcontractor programs In 
accordance with OSHA 29 CFR 1910.1200. These programs are deSigned 
to educate and protect the employees and subcontractors With respect to 
any chemicals or hazardous substances that may be present In the wo~k 
place. It will be required lhat as every chemical or hazardous matenal IS 
broughl on location. a Material Salety Data Sheet (MSOS) wdl accompany 
that material and will become part 01 the Ide kept at the Ileid ol"ce as 
required by 29 CFR 1910.1200. All employees will receive the proper 
training in storage. handling. and disposal 01 hazardous substances. 
Spill Prevention Control and Countermeas~re Plans will be wriUan an~ 
implemented as necessary in accordance with 40 CFR Part 112to preven, 
discharge into navigable waters of the United Slates. 
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8. CIIemIc8I and hazardous rnaWriaIa wII be inYentoried 8nd repoIIed in 
8CConIance wiIh the Superfund AmendrMnta 8nd RNUIhorizalion Act 
(SARA) TIlle III. 40 CFR Pan 33S,1f quantities exceeding 10,000 pounds or 
the IhNIhokI planning quantity (TPQ) are 10 be produced or slored in 
auocialion wiIh the PropoHd Action. The appropriala Section 31 1 and 31 2 
forms wi. be submitted al the required Ilmas 10 Ih. lIale and county 
emergency managemenl coordinalors and Iha Iocallir. departmenls. 
7. Any hazardous _Ia., a. defined by Iha Resourca Conservalion and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), will be lransported and/or disposed 01 in accordance 
wiIh an ippIicable lederal, slale, and local regulations. 
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ADDITIONAL 
BlM·REQUIRED MITIGAnON 
0eciMNI R«:orrIIIIId FONSI· AIfanIIc RIm CotIhd Me/hllne PtO/fc,· Sun Dog Pod 
4.2 All Quellty 
APPENDlXD 
ADDITIONAL 
8LM-RI!QUIAIO MITIGATION 
If air quaJiIy _lyles Indicat •• xceedllnces In NO .. the following types of control measures could be 
implemented: the reduction 01 comptnSion requirements, electric compression or the use of 
nonseIectiwcalalytic reduction (NCR), lean combustion, or selective catalytic reduction (SCR) control 
lechnologies. Currently, theae Ieve .. are baIow required level. and the likelihood of requiring these 
measures is small. 
The BlM wi. recommend thallhe operalor e.lablish speed lim~s in Ihe SDPA. 
The proponent should coordinale wilh alfected liveslock operalor. 10 minimize diSruplion during 
livestock operations, including calving season. 
4.1 VIsINII R ...... rc •• 
The BlM will recommend lhal facilities be s~ed below ridge line. and screened from known vantage 
points. 
4.14 NoIse 
The BlM may require Ihal noiselavels be fim~ed to no morelhan 10 dBA above background levels 
al sage grouse leks. 
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APPENDIXE 
MASTER SURFACE USE PLAN 
INCLUDING 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
DecIDNl R«:onI MId FONS/· AIIiIntic Rim CoIIIb«I Metha". P.t· Sun Dog Pod 
APPENDIXE 
MAlTER SURFACE US! PLAN 
INCLUDING 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
Petroleum Development Corporation (PEDCO) 
Sun Dog Pod 
Carbon County, Wyoming 
PI8n of Development • Inlerlm C08lbed Melhllne Weill 
!he Petroleum ()eo;eIopment Cofporelion (PEDCO) Sun Dog Interim Development Coalbed Methane Project 
_Ioc:eted on Cerbon County, Wyoming. The Sun Dog Pod is one of nine pods that comprise the Atlantic Rim 
C08Ibed Methllne Interim Drifting Project. 
Access to !he SUn Dog Pod is by State Highway (SH) 789, north from Baggs, Wyoming, for approximately 22 
miles to its inlerwec:tion with Carbon County Road 608 (Oed Road). The distance from SH 789 to the 
proposed ~ is approximately .Ix miles. The total Sun Dog Pod interim development proposal consists of 
+/·10 ~ with a~endant deve~ and facHHies as shown on the Sun Dog Project Plan Overview, as 
shown on Appendix. C of the EA. This Plan Of Developmant will addre.s .ix of the +/·10 planned interim 
development _lis .n !he Sun Dog Pod. These six wells, identified belo\'l, are CBM exploration/development 
~ns. The proposed _II aHes are ataked. The remaining four CBM wells and one injection well, all located 
In T .1&N., R.91 W., sectIOn 8, S~, were previously addressed under the Dry Cow Creek Pod Master Surface 
Use Plan. 
The following wells and corresponding leases are located within the Sun Dog Pod Interim Development 
Project Area. 
WeflName 
Sun Ooa Pod Interim Wells 
Federal 1691·2·17 
Federal 1691·6·17 
Federal 1691·8·17 
Federal 1691·10·17 
Federal 1691·14·17 
FedaraI1691 ·16·17 
Federal lease No. 
WYW·126439 
WYW·126439 
WYW·126439 
WYW·131778 
WYW-131778 
WYW-131778 
location 
sec. 17. T16N, R91W 
sec. 17, T16N, R91W 
sec. 17, T16N, R91W 
sec. 17. T16N, R91W 
sec. 17. T16N, R91W 
sec. 17, T16N, R91W 
lease WYW·'264~9 cont.ain~ a special ti".'ing stipulalion that affects raptor andlor sage and sharp-tailed 
grouse nestl"l1 hebitat. ThIS stopulatlon provides that drilling and surface-dislurbing activity will not be anowed 
dunng the period from February 1 to July 31 within certain areas of the lease. 
lease WYW·131778 contains .specialtiming stipulations that affect big game crucial winter range and sage 
grouse and raptor nest'"g haMat as mapped on the Great Divide RMP WHdlife Distribution Overlays. The 
period Irom February 1 .to July 31 is a.ffected by sage grouse and raptor nesting and the period from 
November 15 to Apnl30 IS affected by big game crucial winter range. 
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All _N .H .. are Ioc:eted on lands edministered by the BLM Rawins Field OIIice. 
The primary targeted reservoir In !he Sun Dog Area "CBM lrom the C08lseams within the Me_rde Group. 
Orin aHelocations win be on approved 8().acre spacing. All unpnlductive wells will be pIuggecIand abandoned 
as soon as practical aftar the conclusion of production t .. ting. Productive _lis may be shut·in tempotarily 
lor gas pipeline connections and/or Sundry Noticas by !he BLM lor production actiYHies and IIC~ities. 
This Master Surface Use Program shaH serve as ROW application lor water lin .. , gas lines, electricallinel, 
access roads to well locations, compressor station, water injection _lis, and water transler lacilities. 
A 3O·loot wide ROW is requested lor gas lines, a 20·foot wide ROW lor water linas, and a 1 O·loot wide ROW 
is requested lor electrical ines. Whera possible, a singl. trench will be cO'located with the access road to 
contain gas, water, and electrical ines. 
1. EXISTING ROADS 
2. 
Access to the SDPA is provided by SH 789 south Irom Interstate 80 (1·80) lrom Creston Junction to 
the intersection with Carbon County Road 608 (Dad Road), or north Irom Baggs, Wyoming. lor 
apoproximately 22 miles to Hs intersection with Carbon County Road 608. The distance Irom SH 789 
to the proposed pod and the interim exploration and production wells is apoproximately six miles as 
shown on the Sun Dog Project Plan Overview (Attachment C 01 the EA). 
All existing and proposed BlM roads shall be brought up to minimum stendards for a · resource road" 
as lound in BlM Manual 9113. 
The existing roads will be maintained in the same or better condHion as existed prior to the start 01 
operations. Maintenance of existing roads used to access the drill tocations will continue untillinal 
abandonment and reclamation of the well locations occurs. A regular maintenance program will 
include, but is not limited to, blading, ditching, culvert installation, and gravel surtacing where 
excessive rutting may occur. Roads will not be llat bladed. Excessive rutting or other surface 
disturbance will be avoided. Operations will be suspended temporarily during adverse weather 
conditions if excessive rutting is occurring when access routes are wet, solt, or parfially frozen. 
'w 
Culverts will be placed in the existing BlM access road as the need arises or as directed by BLM's 
Authorized Officer. 
The holder shall share maintenance costs in dollars, equipment, materials, or labor p,~portionate to 
holder's use with other authorized users. Upon request, the Authorized Officer shall be provided with 
copies of any maintenance agreement entered into. 
ReIer to the area and topographic maps in the individual well APDs for the location 01 the well , access 
route, and lor the location of existing roads nearby. 
ACCESS ROADS TO BE CONSTRUCTED 
a. Well Accesa 
Access to the individual well sites will be provided by crowned and ditched rJads surfaced 
with an apopropriate grade of gravel. Surfacing of the access roads will be completed prior 
to moving the drilling equipmenVrig onto the pad. The access roads wililollow ex is ling terrain 
and the travelway will be approximately 14-leet wide. 
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c.rt.in __ 1OIIda, or por1ions thereol, may not need to be surfaced prior to moving the 
drilling equipmenllrig onto the weI!IId. Factors to be considered here are IOiI types, grade, 
and weather conditionI that suggett .xc ...... rutting or .rosion may not occur without 
gravel. These ace.s. roeds, or pol1ions thereol, will be Id.ntified during the on-.~. 
inspection. 
Ace ... to individual wen des win be constructed to minimum standards lor a BlM "r.sourc. 
road" as outlined in BLM Manual section 9113 and Map B in the APD. The minimum 
trawfway width 01 the roed win be 14 I .. t with turnouts. No structure wi. be allowed to 
narrow the roed top. The insld. slope will be 4;1. Th. bottom 01 the ditch will be a smooth · 
V with no val1ica1 cut in the bottom. The oullide slope w~1 be 2;1 or shallower. Turnouts will 
be spaced at a maximum distance 0/1,000 leet and will be intervisible. 
Topsoil and vegetation will be windrowed to the side 01 the road. Alter the road is crowned 
and d~ched with a 0.03 ·0.05 IIIIt crown, the topsoil wiU be pulled back onto the cut slopes 
01 the road ROW so lhere is no berm lell at the top 01 the cut slope. 
Drainage crossings on the access routes within the project area would either be low water 
crossings or crossings using cutvel1s. low water crossings would be utifized in shallow 
channel crossings and at crossings 01 the main channel. Culvel1s would be instaned on 
smaller. steeper channef crossings. Topsoil would be saved belore channel crossing 
conslruction occurs. Additional culvel1s will be placed as the need arises or as directed by 
the BlM's Authorized OIIicer. The total area to be disturbed would be lIagged on the ground 
belore construction begins. 
Cutvel1s win require a minimum 0112 inches ollill or one·hallthe pipe diameter, whichever 
is greater. The inlet and outlet will be setllush with existing ground and lined up in the center 
01 the draw. The bottom 01 the pipe will be bedded on good material belore backlilling. 
Backlill with unfrozen material and no rocks targer than two inches in diameter. Care shall 
be exercised to thoroughly compact the backlill under the haunches 01 the conduit. The 
backlill shan be brought up evenly in six inches layers on both sides 01 Ihe conduit and 
thoroughly compacted. A permanent marker will be installed at both ends 01 the culvert to 
help keep trallic Irom running over the ends. Culvel1s will be installed in a manner which 
minimizes erosion or head·cutting. This may include riprapping or other measures as 
required. 
Where low water crossings are required. a 3O·inch deep rock lill over geolextile through the 
drainage will be required. The rock lill will consist 0175%. 3 inches-l0 inches diameter rough 
rock and 25% Wyoming Grading ' W" Material to liII the voids. The geotextile shail be 
overlapping at all joints and extend beyond the rock lill. The top 01 the rock liII in the drainage 
bottom shall match the elevation 01 the natural drainage to allow lor smooth 110-:1 with no 
unnatural scouring or water backup. Four inches 01 coarse gravel over the rock wi 'l be used 
lor the surface. 
The access roads will be winterized by providing a well ·drained travelwayto minimize ercsion 
and other damage to the roadway or the surrounding public land. 
Wing ditches will be constructed as deemed necessary to divert water Irom the road ditches. 
Wing ditches will be constructed at a slope 01 Y,"!.-l"!.. 
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Where needed, a PEOCO Nprft8IItative will conduct a ·Plans In Hand" raview willi 
contractors to raview the access rout .. to wen locations. Where needed, dINcIional mattcer. 
wi' be tempontrily placed to marie acce .. rout ... AI markers will be removed as _ as 
they ere no longer needed. 
No construction or routine maintenance activitielshan be performedduring periods when the 
.oil is too wet to adequately suppol1 construction equipment. II such equipment creat .. ruts 
in exc". 0/ lour inches deep, the soil shall be deemed too MI to adequately support 
construction equipment. 
Construction activity or routine maintenance wilt not be conducted using lrozen or saturated 
soil material or during periods when watershed damage is fikely to occur. 
II snow removal outside the new and existing roadways is undertaken, equipment used lor 
snow removal operations will be equipped with shoes to keep the blade 011 the ground 
surface. Special precautions will be taken where the surface 01 the ground is uneven to 
ensure that equipment bledas do not destroy the vegetation. 
Unless otherwise exempted, lree and unrestricted public access wiU be maintained on the 
access road. 
Alter wells are completed and equipment is Installed, travel to wells generally would be 
limited to one vis~ every other day. A light truck or utility vehicle would be used to check on 
operations, reed meters. and provide light service during the lile 01 the project. 
All equipment and vehicles will be conlined to this travel corridor and oIher areas spac~ied 
in the plan 01 development. All disturbances related to the access routes wi. be confined 
within the travel corridor. 
Compressor 511. and Wat .. Injection wen Acee.s 
II wells are productive, crowned, ditched, and graveled roads will provide access to the 
compressor site and water injection lacilities. These new access roads will be surfaced with 
a gravel material acceptable to the BlM. Topsoil and vegetation will be windrowed to the 
side 01 the road. Alter the road is crowned and ditched, the topsoil win be puned back onto 
the cut slopes 01 the road ROW so there is no berm lelt at the top 01 the cut slope. 
All construction work will be accomplished as specilied by Ihe BLM. II no specific BlM lield 
survey requirements are provided, the design. lield survey. and construction requirement for 
BlM ' resource roads' that are described in BlM 9113 Manual will be followed. Design 
drawings and temptates will be submitted onty il specifically required by the BlM. 
The all-weather roads to the compressor site and water injection lacilities will have a 
travelway approximately 161eet wide. All equipment and vehicles will be conlined to these 
travel corridors and other areas specilied in the plan 01 development. All disturbances 
related to these access roads will be conlined within the travel corridor. 
Culverts and other road drainage control structures. such as drainage dips. ditches. or water 
bars. will be installed at specilic locations as specilied by the BlM and the landowner. 
Drainage structures will be designed to pass all naturally occurring mean lIows and lIows 
Irom certain storm events. as specilied by the BLM. Where needed. riprap will be placed at 
the outlets 01 culverts to minimize erosion. 
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Refer to the .... and topographic m.ps in the indMdual well APD lor the location of 
propoaed ac:cass roads and ait.-spec~ic road information. 
LOCATION Of' EXISTING WELLS 
A listing of permitted water wells and their locations, within one mile of the Sun Dog Interim 
Development CBM Project, is located in Appendix C 01 the EA. This WSling was obtained lrom the 
WSEO. 
Also included in Appendix C 01 the EA is a map showing the locations 01 disposat, drilling, producing, 
injection, and abandoned oil and gas wells within one mile 01 the Sun Dog Interim DeIIelopment CBM 
Project. 
4. LOCATION OF EXISTING ANDiOR PROPOSED FACILITIES IF WI!LL IS PRODUCTIVI! 
.. On the Well PIICI 
AI each driliocation, surface disturbance will be kept to a minimum. The areal extent 01 
each driH pad is approximately 200 leet by 200 leel. Each driU pad will be leveled using cut 
and lill construction techniques where needed. Should drilWng result in established 
commercial production, the weAhead area win require an area 01 approximately 15188t by 
151eel. The surface equipment at each well win consist 01 the wellhead and an insulated 
wellhead COWlr. Each productive wall is expected to require the installation 01 an electric 
pump, which win be used to produce water necessary to 10Wir pressure within the coal 
seams. The lowered pressure wil permit methane to be recovered. See the Appendix C 01 
the EA lor a diagram 01 a typical wallhead conliguration in the Master Drilling Plan. II 
diIIerent production lacilijies are required, a Sundry Notice will be submitted. 
At each wall site, water encountered or used during drilling will be placed in a temporary 
working pit. Any water that is encountered during drilling is expected to be 01 higher quality 
than natural occurring surface waters. The pit will be monitored to ensure that no overflow 
or subsequent discharge 01 these waters occurs. 
Typically, Wins will be shut-in until pipelines and discharge lac~ijies are authorized and 
constructed. Working pits will be closed once the contents have dried. Once wells become 
operational, produced water will be separated Irom the gas and collected in a buried 
polyethylene llowline lor transportation to an approved produced waler disposal location. 
The primary injection objectives are the Deep Creek andlor Cherokee Creek Sandstone. 
The Oeap Creek andlor Cherokee Creek Formations are isolated above and below by 
competent shale barriers that will prevent the initiation and propagation ollractures through 
overlying strata to anylresh water zones. Where possible, produced water llowlines and gas 
flowlines will be co-located wijh the access road. Areas have been identilied where ij is 
uneconomical to co-locate water andlor gas lines with the access roads. 
The surface equipment at the well will consist 01 the wellhead and an insulated wellhead 
cover. Appendix C 01 the EA shows a schematic diagram 01 typical CBM well site. 
Depending on site-specilic conditions, the housing will be painted either Carlsbad Canyon 
tan, color 2.5Y 612, or Desert Brown, color 10YA 6/3, 01 the Standard Environment Colors, 
unless otherwise 5pec~ied by the BLM. 
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During driling and t .. 1ing oI.ach well, a tamporary generator may be used at the ..... _ 
II the wall is productive, ~ would be Ihut-In until production lacilities are constructed. Aller 
construction 01 the production lacMities, . tamporarygenerator would be centralyioc.tadand 
used until permanent aIacIricalservicet .re installed. 
The operalor shell lubmij a Sundry Notice lor apptOV1Il prior to construction 01 .ny new 
surface-disturbing activijies on-lease that ara not spec~ically addressad in the Mutar 
Surface Use Plan or individuat APDI. 
tn oreler to minimize lurface disturbance, where possible, the operator shall utilize wheal 
trenchers or ditch witches to construct all pipe~ne trenches associated with this project. 
Track hoes '" other equipment will be used where topographic or other lactors require their 
use. 
Approval 01 the APO includes approval for Onshore Order'7 to dispose 01 produced water. 
All produced water witl be reinjected into the Federal 1691-81 injection welt unless otherwise 
authorized. Any changes in the produced water disposal method or location must have 
written approval Irom the BLM's Authorized Oflicer belore the changes take place. 
An above-ground structures, production equipment, tanks, translormers, and insulators not 
subject to salety requirements shaN be painted to blend with the natural color 01 the 
landscape. The paint used shall be a color which simulates Standard Environmental Colors. 
The color selected is Carlsbad Canyon (2.5Y 612). 
0" the Wen Pad 
The compressor site lacility is expected to be constructed within an approximate area 01 
200leet by 200 leet. A drawing 01 a typical compression site is shown in Appendix Col the 
EA. About one-hall 01 the compressor site will be affected by the construction, maintenance, 
and operation 01 the lacility. The compressor site lacility will be 01 all-weather construction 
having a thick layer 01 gravel over the pad site. Illeasible. topsoil will be removed and 
conserved lor later rectamation activities. 
The compressor site will consist 01 an insulated header building conlaining allocation meters 
for each well and a single sales meter. The header building will also contain a dehydrator 
that will remove water from the wet gas stream. II dillerent production lacilities are required, 
plans will be submitted in a Sundry Notice. 
Water injection lacitities are expected to be constructed within an approximate area 01 
150leet by 150 leet. A drawing 01 a typical injection facility is included in Appendix C of the 
EA. The injection facility will be of all-weather construction having a thick layer 01 gravel over 
the pad site. Topsoil will be removed and conserved lor later reclamation activities. 
Approximately four water transfer pumping lacilities would be utilized during production 
operat ions to transfer produced water from the CBM well(s) to the injection well in areas 
where elevation dillerences require supplemental pumping to transfer Ihe produced water. 
Each pumping station would be constructed within an approximate area of 120 feet 
by 120 leet. A berm would be conslructed around the perimeter of the pumping station area 
to contain any potential spills. Water transler lacilities would be located near proposed areas 
of disturbance and would not be located within known cultural resource sites or sensitive 
wildlife areas. Water transfer lacilities would be located away from the established drainage 
patterns in the area and be constructed to prevent the entrance 01 surface water. Locations 
01 water transfer facilities would be submitted via Sundry Notice. 
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A typal pumping SUiIion would consist 01 a 400-bamtl WIIter tank and a ameli cenlrilug8l 
wat ... pump_ A ameA pump house would be constructed immediately outside oItha bermed 
area to house the centrifugal pump. 
The WIIter tank(s) will be constructed, maintained, and operated to prevent unauthorized 
surface or subsurface discNlrges of WIIter. 
The water tank(s) will be fenced or capped to prevent livestock or wildlife entry. 
The water tank(s) win be kept reasonably free lrom surface accumulations of liquid 
hydrocarbons and is not to be used for disposal 01 water from other sources w~hout the prior 
approval of the BlM. Arty discharge Irom the tank(s) will be reported to the BlM as required 
byNTl-3A. 
All storage tanks and compressor facilities. designed to contain oil. glycol, produced water, 
or other fluid which may constitute a hazard to public heahh or safely, SNlII be surrounded 
by a secondary means of containment lor the entire contents 01 the largest single tank in use, 
plus one loot of freeboard. The containment or diversionary structure shall be impervious 
to any oil, glycol, produced wat"r, or other toxic fluid for 72 hours and would be constructed 
so that any discharge from a primary containment system would not drain, infiltrate, or 
otherwise escape to ground water, surface water, or navigable waters before cleanup is 
completed. 
Within 90 days of initial production start-up, the operator will submit to the BlM Authorized 
OIficer an analysis of the produced water. 
lOCATION. TYPE OF DRtLLlNG WATER SUPPLY 
Water for drilling the wells will be provided by a nearby existing CBM well and transported to the drill 
s~e by truck. Water volume used in drilling operations is dependent upon the depth of the well and 
any losses that might occur during drilling. 
Any changes in the water source or method of transportation must have wriHen approval from the 
BlM's Authorized Officer before the changes take place. 
CONSTRUCTfON MATERIALS 
Gravet andlor rock will be purchased Irom a local supplier having a permiHed source 01 materials for 
the area. This material will be used for road construction to access wells, compressor, and injection 
facilities. 
METHODS FOR HANDLING WASTE DISPOSAL 
No hazardous substance as defined by CERClA will be used in the drilling 01 the wells andlor 
construction of the Vlell sites and access roads. Commercial preparations, which may contain 
hazardous substances. may be used in testing and production operations and will be transported over 
the ROWand within the project area. These materials will be handled in the appropriate manner to 
minimize potential for leaks or spills to the environment. No RCAA hazardous wastes win be 
generated in well drilling or production operations. Exempt reserve pit contents will be buried on·site. 
The operator will be required to provide a referenced list 01 hazardous materials that could potentially 
be used, produced, transported, disposed 01, or stored on the well location, including a discussion on 
the management of the hazardous material. 
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The term "hazardous rMleriaIs" as used heN means: 1)Any~, poIuIanI,orconl8"*-'1 
(regardless of quantity) listed as hazardous under the Comprehensive Envitonmenlal RaponIe, 
Compensation, and u.bifiIy Act (CEACLA) 0111180, .. amended 42 U.S.C, 11801 et seq., and the 
regulations issued underCEACLA; 2) Artyhezardous waUia. dalined in the Raaource ConseMtion 
and Aecovery Act (RCRA) 011978, as amended; and 3) Arty nuctear or nuclear byptoduct as dafined 
by the Atomic Energy Act 011954, as amended, 42 U.D.C. 2001 et seq. 
Drilled cuHings and driling fluids witt be deposHed in the reserve mud pH. The,....... pH would be 
fenced around three sides during drilling. A sheep-tight woven wire would be used on the boIIom 
with two strands of barbed wire above". The fourth side 01 the reserve pH wiN be lenced as soon as 
the rig leaves the location. The p" wil be backfilled within two to three weeks following completion 01 
drilling or when sufficient drying NlS occurred and topsoil replaced. 
There will be no oil, san water, or other noxious fluids produced during drilling and completion 
operations. 
A portable, self-contained chemical toilet will be provided on location during drilling and completion 
operalions. Upon completion of operations, or as required, the contents of toilet holding tanks will be 
disposed 01 at an authorized sewage treatment and disposal facility. Disposat wi. be in accordance 
with State of Wyoming, Carbon Counly, and BLM requirements regarding sewage treatment and 
disposal. 
The operator will comply with all state and local laws and regulations pertaining to disposal 01 human 
and solid wastes. 
Garbage and nonllammable waste materials w", be contained in a portable dumpster or similar UM. 
Upon completion of operations, or as needed, the accumulated trash W111 be hauled off-slle to an 
approved sanitary landlill. No trash will be placed in the reserve pit. 
Immediately after removal of the drilling rig, all debris and other waste materials not contained will be 
cleaned up and removed from the well location. No potentially adverse materials or substances will 
be left on the location. 
Any spills of oil , gas, sal! water, or any other potentially-hazardous substances will be reported 
immediately to the BlM and other responsible parties, and will be mitigated immediately. as 
appropriate. through cleanup or removal to an approved disposal site. 
ANCILLARY FACILITIES 
Sell-contained travel·type trailers may be used on-sile during drilling operations. No lacilities other 
than those described in this SUP will be constructed to support the operations associated with the 
wells. 
WELL SITE LAYOUT 
Drilling operations would disturb an area approximately 200 feet by 200 feet at each well site (see 
drawing in Appendix C of the EA). Prior to constructing the well pad, the top six to eight inches (more 
if available) of soil and associated vegetative material will be removed and stockpiled. A temporary 
mud pit 15 feet wide by 10 leet deep by 351eet long would be excavated at each well and reclaimed 
after completion operations. PEDCO estimates the reserve pit would be open from two to three 
weeks to allow for evaporation 01 pit lIuids. 
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The __ pit aNI be c:onsIrucIed In a manner which minimizas the accumutation 01 surf_ 
predpilation runollinlo the pit ThIs can be accompfished by appropriate placement 01 subsoil/lopsoil 
IIOrage ..... and/Of CUIItruction 01 berms or ditches. 
For the protection oIlivaitock IIId wildlne, all pits and open c ..... shall be I.nced. Fencing shall be 
in ac:cordanc:e with BlM specifocalionl. N.lllng shaft be pieced over an open production pits to 
eliminate any hazard to migrato/y birds or other wildln.. NaIling wilalso be placed OYer any pits lllat 
have been identnied as containing oil Of toxic lubstances al determined by visual observation Of 
testing. The mesh diameter shall be no larger than one inch. 
0iIches will be cOnitructed, where necessary, around the well pads to divert water awaylrom the pad. 
Water discharged during t8llingfproduction will go into the water diSCharge line and will be 
traMpOrted to the disposal wen. 
Where needed. cui and liII COnltruction techniques wi" be used to level the drill pads. All surface 
disturbance related to drilling win be confined to each drill s~e. 
Planl for removal and storage of topsoil are presented in Item 10 below. 
AU equipment and vehicles will be conlined to the access road, pad, and area specified in the 
individual APDs. 
10. PLANS FOR RECLAMATION OF THE SURFACE 
a. We" Site ..... Newly-Con.tructed Acce •• Road 
Prior to constructing the well pad, the top six to eight inches (more if available) of soil and 
associated vegetative material will be ramoved and stockpiled. A temporary mud pit 15 feet 
wide by 10 feet deep by 35 feet long would be excavated at each weiland reclaimed alter 
completion operations. The reserve pit will be allowed to dry prior to the commencement of 
backfilling work. No aHempts will be made to backfill the reserve pit until the pit is free of 
standing water. 
ii. 
Dry Hole· In the event of a dry hole, all equipment and debris will be removed from 
the location. Any improvements to the access road. such as culverts and gravel, will 
be removed. The drainages will be restored to their approximate original bank 
configuration and deplh. Topsoil will be replaced over all cut areas. All disturbed 
areas will be seeded as indicated below. 
~ • All disturbed areas will be reclaimed by replacing topsoil, grading, and 
seeding with a mixture agreed upon by the BlM and PEOCO. Seeding would occur 
during the spring months after ground frost or in the fall prior to ground frost. Seed 
would be applied as directed by the surface owner, either drilled, broadcast, or a 
combination thereof. Mulching may be required to insure seedling establishment. 
The seed mix will be planted (subject to approval by the surface owner) with a drill 
equipped with a depth regulator. The seed mix will be uniformly planted over the 
disturbed areas. Where drilling is not possible, seed will be broadcast and the area 
will be raked or chained to cover the seed. Seeding will be repeated until a 
satisfactory stand is established as determined by the surface owner. 
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The following HId mixture wiI be uaed: 
Species of seed 
~ 
Slender wheatgrass (Agropyron techycaulum) 
Thlckspike wheatgraSl (Agropyron daaystechyum) (Crilana) 
Westem wheatgrass (Agropyron sm~hii) 
Indian riicegrass (Oryzopsis hymenoldea) 
Sandberg bluegrass (Poa sandbergii) 
Bolliebrush squirre"a~ (Sitanion hys1rix) 
~ 
Gardner's saltbush (Atriplex gardnerii) 
Total 
Variety Lba,· 
PLS·· 
2 
4 
2 
2 
0,5 
1 
-L 
12.5 
• These seed rates are for drill seeding. H broadcast seeding, double the rates provided. 
.. Pure Live Seed 
SURFACE OWNERSHIP 
The surface of the interim development project area is entirely under lederal ownerShip. 
12. OTHER INFORMATION 
A Class III Cullural Resource Inventory 01 the proposed drill sites and access roads and otherfacil~ies 
has been completed by Westem Archaeological Services. Reports have been liled with the BlM 
Rawlins Field Ollice. 
A comprehensive water disposal plan is included in Appendix C 01 the EA. II addresses how 
produced water will be handled during the testing and production 01 the CBM wells. 
II archaeological, historical, or vertebrate fossil materials are discovered during the course 01 any 
construction activities, PEDCO will suspend all operations thatlurther disturb such materials and 
immediately contacl the BlM Rawlins Field Ollice (307·328·4200). Operalions in the area of 
discovery will not resume until written authorization to proceed has been issued by the BlM 
Authorized Ollicer. 
The operator will have a qualilied individual to serve as a compliance coordinator. This individual will 
be responsible lor assuring that all requirements 01 the Surface Use Plan and appropriate COAs are 
lollowed. 
The operator will be responsible lor the prevention and suppression ollires on public lands caused 
by its employees, contractors, or subcontractors. During conditions 01 extreme fire danger, surface 
use operations may be either limiled or suspended in specilic areas, or additional measures may be 
required by the aulhorized ollicer. 
Weeds will be controlled on disturbed areas within the exterior limits of the access road ROWand 
well pad. The control methods will be in accordance with guidelines established by the EPA, the BlM, 
and statenocal agencies. 
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PEDCO wiI be lully ~ibIe lor the lIdions of "- lubconIractors. A copy 01 the approved APD 
and the COAl wiI be on location during drilling and compIeIlon operations. 
S1T14PEClFlC CONDITIONS 0' APPROVAL 
.. 
b. 
c. 
ii. 
For All Wefts 
Construction. drilling. and other activities poIenlialydisruptNe to Slrutting and nesting 
greater sallll1lrouse. are prohibited during the period of March 1 to June 30 for tha 
protection 01 greater sage-grouse nesting areas. 
For All Wells Except 16·17 
Potential mounlain plover habilat exisls at the proposed projecl location(s). 
Addillonal proIecilon measures may be applied ~ this area is later delermined to be 
part of a mounlein plover aggregation area. 
Ground-disturbing activilies, including construction, drilling, and reclamation. are 
prohibiled during the mounlein plover reproduclion period of April 10 to July 10, 
unless surveys consistent with tha Plover Guidelines or other USFWS·approved 
methods find lhat no plovers are nesting in the area. 
Roacland w.n Pad Minimum Requlrementl 
Wen 2·17: Access will come onto the pad Irom the northeast side. 
ii. Well6-17: Two lS'inch culverts will be installed. Topsoil will be moved to the west 
side of the pad. 
iii. WeIlS·17: Access will come onto the pad Irom the northeast side. 
iv. Well 10·17: Topsoil win be moved to lhe east side of lhe pad. 
v. wen 14·17: Access will come onto Ihe pad from the southeast edge and topsoil will 
go on the northwest side. 
vi . Well 16·17: One IS·inch culvert and one 24·inch culvert will be installed between 
this well and the compressor station. 
Cultural Relourcel 
For All Wells 
A BLM·perm~ted archaeologist will monitor construction of all well pads and access 
roads. 
A BLM·permitted archaeologist will conduct an open trench inspection of all 
pipelines. 
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ii. 
iii. 
II.~ .. 48CR7373 and 48CR7374 Ial wiIhIn 150 leel 01 the roedIpIpeIine c"""', 
berrler lences must be erected to proIICt the aiIeI. A BLM-pennilted .rc~ 
mu.t be prasenI during 1_ c:onatruction. 
W"'()'17: S~e48CR7377 II adjacent to the wei pad and must be waluated by. 
BLM·permitted archaeologilt prior to any wen conatruction lIdivilies . 
Weft 18-17: Site 48CR7382 mUit be -"'ated by. BlM-permilled arcMolOgilt 
prior to any construction 1IdMies. 
The pipeline mu.t be ,.·routed to avoid all cunural lit .. including s~ 48CR7377 
and 48CR737S. II the r.·routa cent.rline falls within 150 leet of ~e 48CR7378, a 
berrier lence must be erected to protect the sHe. A BLM·permitted archaeologist 
must be present during lence construction. 
CERTIFICATION 
I hereby cert~ that I, or persons under my direct supervision, have inspected the proposed drill sHe 
and access route' that I am lamiliar with the conditions which currently .xist; that the statements 
mada in this plan ~re, to the bell of my knowfedge, true and correcl; and lhat the work associated 
with operations proposed herein will be performed by PEOCO and Hs contractors and subcontractors 
in conformity with this plan and the terms and conditions under which it Is approved. This statement 
is subject to the provisions of 18 U.S.C. 1001 lor the fiting of a false statement. 
I also certify that PEOCO will comply with the provisions of the taw or the regulations governing the 
Federal or Indian right 01 reentry to the surface under 43 CFR 3814. 
I also certify that PEOCO shall use its best efforts 10 conduct its approved operations in a manner that 
avoids adverse effecls on any properties which are listed, or may be eligible for listing, in the National 
Register of Historic Places (NRHP). If historic or archaeotogical materials are uncovere~ dunng 
construction, the operator will immediately stop work that might further d.sturb such matenals and 
contact the Authorized Officer (or hislher representative) at the BLM Rawlins Field Ollice. Any 
paleontological resources or lossils discovered as a resu~ 01 operations associated with these wefls 
will be brought to the attention of the Authorized Officer or hislher representative immediately. All 
activities in the vicinity of such discoveries will be suspended until notified to proceed by the 
Authorized Officer. 
PEOCO hereby certif ies that: 
1. All potentially allected landowners having properly permitted water wells with the WSEO 
within each proposed well's Circle of Inlluence (one·half mile radius) were ollered a Water 
Well Agreement; and 
2. 
3 . 
II a Water Well Agreemenlis not reached with the landowner, PEOCO agrees to mitigate the 
impacts of its CBM wells in accordance with State 01 Wyoming water laws; and 
PEOCO has applied lor a Permit to Appropriate Groundwater Irom the Wyoming State 
Engineers Oll ice, concurrenlly with the APOs. 
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MASTER DRILLING PLAN 
~, 
APPENDlXF 
MAITIR DAIUING ""GOItAM 
OPERATOR: PftaIIum Dew..-" Corpor8IIon (PIOCO) 
C8rbafI CounIy. WyaIIIInt 
SectIon 17. T.1 ..... R •• 1W .... PM 
Driling Program for the lubjecl MIa I.tlll below: 
• FederalI891·2·17 
• FederalI891-8·17 
• FederalI891·8·17 
• Federal 1891·10·17 
• Federal 1891·14·17 
• Federal 1691-18-17 
I. AVERAGE ESTIMATED TOPS OF IMPORTANT GEOLOGIC MARKIRS 
2. 
WmI1iml Depth 11400 H ) [)tp!b /1ZOO HI 
Lewis Shale Surface Surface 
Almond .'·540f881 .'.58Il 
Pine Ridge .'·970 feel .'·1019 
Allen Ridge .,. 1090 leel 
.'·1137 
TO +,. 1400 feel 
.'·1700 
ESTIMATED DEPTH OF ANTICIPATED WATER. OIL. GAS OR MINERAL FORMATIONS 
Almond 
Allen Ridge 
Malhene gas 
Melhene gas 
The lewis Shale is nol anticipaled 10 conlain any zones capable of producing waler. There are 
several zones within lhe Mesaverde capable of producing fresh waler. including lhe coal seams. 
Several coal seams may be tesled for gas producing formations 10 total depth. All shellow water 
zones will be prolected with casing and cemenl. Cement will be brought to surface to isolat. all 
formations in the Mesaverde Group. 
Planned Objective: Mesaverde 
3. MINtMUM BOP REQUIREMENTS (refer to BOP schematics shown in Appandix C of the EA) 
a. The BOPE shall be closed whenever the well is unaHended. 
b. The BOPE shall be pressure tested when initially installed. whenever any seal subject to 
pressure testing is broken, aller repairs, or every 30 days. 
c. PEOCO shall notify the BlM Rawlins Field Office 24 hours prior to the BOPE tesl. 
4. SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION 
The primary objective of this project is to drill, stimulate, and produce CBM gas from the coal seams 
of the Mesaverde Formation. 
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PEOCO proposes to test the Mesaverde coals between 580 leet and 1,700 leet. Stimulation 01 the 
perforated coal seams wiR be clone by hydraulic Iracturing. Fresh water, geled water, andlor loam 
IraclUring techniques \'lin be used. 
Please see the schematics shown in Appendix C 01 Ihe EA lor Typical CBM Drill Site Layout, 
Configuration Options, Typical CBM Completed Well, and Typical CBM Well S~e. 
CASING PROGRAM 
~ Clling Si~1 ~ ~ ,!2i!Jl ~ ~ B!!lI 
13~" 10'1'" 32.75' H·40 STAC 0-140 New 3 
97/8" 7" 17M H·40 ST&C 0-1400 New 3 
or 
97/8" 7" 23M MC-40 STAC 0-1600- New 3 
1700 
Surface Casing: 10 'l4" 32.75 ppf. H-40 STC CoNapse Burst Tension 
Ratings: 880 1820 205M 
A. Burst = [0.052 - MW ' TVO(shoe)] - [Gas Gradient' TVO) 
= [0.052' 9.3ppg' 170') - [O.lpsillt' 170') 
= 65.21 psi 
Salety Factor = RatinglBurst 
= 1820165.21 
=27.91 
B. Collapse = 0.052' MW 'TVO(shoe) 
= 0.052 ' 8.8ppg , 170' 
= 77.79 psi 
Safety Factor = Rating/Collapse 
= 880n7.79 
= 11.31 
C. Tension = Weighl ' MO ' [1 - (MW/65.5ppg») 
= 32.75ppl '170" [1 - (8.8ppg/65.5ppg)] 
= 4819.50 Ibs. 
Salety Factor = Rating/T ens ion 
= 205.000/4819.50 
= 42.54 
Surface casing shall have centralizers on the bottom three joints 01 the casing, starting with the shoe 
jOint. 
Production Casing: T 17 ppl. H·40 STC 
Ralings: 
A. Burst = [0.052 ' 13.0 ppg , 1400') - [0.1 psilft ' 1400') 
= 806.40 psi 
Salety Factor = RatinglBurst 
= 2310/806.40 
= 2.86 
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B. Collapse - 0.052 ' 13.0 ppg • 1400' 
= 946.40 psi 
Safety Factor ~ RatingfColtapse 
• 14501946.40 
-1 .53 
C. Tension weight = 171bs.llt '1400" [1 - (13.0 ppgf6S.5ppg») 
= 17lbs.1It '1400" .8015 
= 19,0761bs. 
Safety Factor = Raling/Tension 
= 122,000119,076 
=6.39 
Production Casing: 7" 23 ppl. MC-40 STC Collapse Burst Tension 
Ratings: 1450 2310 122M 
A. Burst = [0.052' 13.0 ppg' 1700') - [O.lpsilft ' 1700') 
= 979.20 psi 
Salety Factor = RalinglBurst 
= 39601979.20 
=3.77 
B. Collapse = 0.052' 13.0 ppg' 1700' 
= 1149.20 psi 
Safety Factor = Rating/Collapse 
= 3110/1149.20 
=2.71 
C. Tension weight = 231bs.lft' 1700" [1 - (13.0 Ppg/65.5ppg)] 
= 231bs.lft ' 1700' , .8015 
= 31,338 Ibs. 
Salety Factor = RalinglTension 
= 273,000/31,338 
= 8.71 
MUD PROGRAM 
Drilling mud will be used by the circulalion medium. A fresh water, polymer, gel drilling mud will be 
used, and visual monitoring will be done from spud to total deplh. The anticipated mud weight will 
be between 8.5-13 ppg. Sufficient quantities 01 lost circulation material and barite will be available 
at the well site at all limes for Ihe purpose of assuring well control. 
CEMENTING PROGRAM 
The lollowing is the proposed procedure for cemenling the 10'l4·inch surface pipe and 7 -inch long 
siring: 
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ao Surface C..lng 
Lead: Class "C"Type III, 14." ppg., yield 1.44ff/sk 0 101%excess. Compressive strength 
in 24 hours et 800F 3100 psi. 
71 sx 140 ft. 
81 sx 180ft. 
85 sx 170 It. 
The surface casing shall be cemenled back to surface. In the event cement does not 
circulate 10 surface or faP back of the cemenl column occurs. remedial cemenling shall be 
done to cemenllhe casing back 10 surface. 
b. Long String 
Lead: Class "C" Type III, 14.4 ppg., yield 1.44f1'/sk 0 35% excess. Compressive slrenglh 
in 24 hours at 95'F 3200 psi. 
347s. 14001t. 
397 sx 1800 ft. 
422 sx 1700 It. 
Estimated top of cement back to surface. 
8. LOGGING PROGRAM 
Cores: Rotary cores will be taken as needed to evaluate the coal seams. 
DST s: None planned 
Logs: Induction, GR. SP. Densily. Neutron and Caliper - From surface 10 TO 
Cement Bond Log - From 10'!4·inch casing shoe TO 
Mud Logger - As Needed. 
9. PRESSURE DATA, POTENTIAL HAZARDS 
Bottom hole pressures anticipated @ 1000 -1100 pSi. 
There is no history of hydrogen sulfide gas in the area and none is anticipated. 
10. ANTICIPATED STARTING DATES AND NOTIFICATION OF OPERATIONS 
a. Anticipated Starting Dates 
Anticipated Commencement Date 
Drilling Days 
Completion Days 
Testing Days 
o Fall 2001 . or upon approval 
o Approximately 7 Days/Per Well 
- Approximately 2 Days/Per Well 
- Approximately 7-14 Days/Per Well 
Note: Drilling operations will commence as soon as practical after approval of all 
necessary permits including the APDs. 
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b. Notification 01 O.,.,.tlon. 
Bunsau of Land Management 
Rawlins Field Office 
P.O. Box 2407 
1300 North ThirrJ 
Rawlins, Wyoming 82301 
(307) 328-4200 
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APPENDIXG 
CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL FOR APPLICATIONS 
FOR PERMIT TO DRILL 
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APPENDIXG 
CONDITIONS FOR APPROVAL FOR APPLICATIONS 
FOR PERMIT TO DRILL 
CONDITIONS OF APPROVAL 
Operator: Petroteum Development Corporation Pod Name: ... S"y"'nuO"'o"'g ... P"'od ..... ____ _ 
Legal Description: Sec.17. I16N R91W Lease Nos: WVW·126439 and WVW·131778 
GENERAL PERMITTING REQUIREMENTS 
1. All lease operations are subject to the terms 01 the tease and the lease stiputations, the regutations 
0143 CFR Part 3100, Onshore Oit and Gas Orders, Notices to Lessees (NTL's), the approved APD 
and any written instructions or orders of the authorized officer. The foltowing requirements are 
emphasized. 
a. 
b. 
Abandonment: In the event abandonment of the hole is desired oral approval may be 
granted by this office but must be followed within 5 days with a Notice 01 Intention to 
Abandon (Form 3160·5). Unless the plugging is to take place immediately upon receipt of 
oral approval, the BLM Branch of Minerals must be notified at least 24 hours in advance of 
the plugging of the well in order that a representative can witnass the plugging operation. 
The Subsequent Report 01 Abandonment (Form 3161).5) must be submilted within 30 
days after the actual plugging of the well bore, reporting where the plugs were placed and 
volumes of cement used, along with copies of the service company invoice and job log. 
The operator shall promplly plug and abandon each newly completed, recompleted 
or producing well which is not capable 01 producing in paying quantities. No well may 
be temporarily abandoned for more than 30 days without prior approval of the authorized 
officer. When justified by the operator. the authorized officer may authorize additional delays, 
no one of which may exceed an additional 12 mcnths. Upon removal of drilling or producing 
equipment from the site of a well , which is to be permanently abandoned . the surface of the 
lands disturbed shall be reclaimed in accordance with a plan first approved or prescribed by 
the authorized olficer. 
Completion Report : If the well is completed as a dryhole or as a producer, Well Completion 
or Recompletion Report and Log (Form 3160·4) must be submilted with in 30 days after 
completion of the well or after comptetion of operations being performed, in accordance with 
43 CFR 3160. Copies of all logs . core descriptions, core analyses , well test data .. geologic 
summaries . sample descriptions , daily drilling reports, daily completion reports. and all other 
surveys or data obtained and compiled during the drilling. completion, andlor worko'ler 
operations, will be filed with Form 3160·4 . 
2. Approval of th is APD does not warrant that any party holds equitable or legal lease title. 
3. This permit is valid for a period of one year from the day 01 approval or until lease 
expiratiOn/termination, whichever is shorter. If the permit terminates. any surface disturbance created 
under the application shall be reclaimed in accordance with the approved plan. 
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The spud date shan be reported to the BLM authorized ollicer's representative within 24 hours 
following spudding. A follow· up report on Form 3160-5 confirming the date of spud shall be promptly 
submitted to this ollice within 5 wor1<ing days from date of spud. 
Verbal notitication shall be given to the BLM authorized ollicer's representative at least 24 hours in 
advance of pluggings, DST's andlor other formation tests, BOP tests, running and cementing casing 
(other than conductor casing), and drilling over lease expiration dates. 
Verbal notification shall be given to the BLM's resource specialist at least 48 hours in advance of 
access road/well pad construclion, seeding, and the initiation of any reclamation work. 
Operations that deviate from the approved APD shall receive prior written approval from the 
authorized ollicer. Emergency approval may be obtained orally but such approval does not waive the 
written report requirement. 
All lease exploration, development, production and construction operations shall be conducted in a 
manner which conforms with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations. 
Historic Cullural and Paleontological Resources 
The operator shall be responsible for informing all ~ersons associated with this project that they shall 
b~ s~bject to prosecution for damaging, altering. excavating or removing any archaeological, 
hlstoncal. or vertebrate fossil objects orsite. If archaeological, historical, or vertebrate fossil materials 
are discovered, the operator shall suspend all operations that further disturb such materials and 
immediately contact the authorized officer. Operations shall not resume until written authorization to 
proceed is issued by the aulhorized officer. 
Withi~ five (5) working days, the authorized officer will evaluate the discovery and inform the operator 
of actIons that VIlli be necessary to prevent loss of significant cultural or scientific values. 
The operator shall be responsible for the cost of any mitigation required by the authorized off icer. The 
authoriz.ed officer will provide technical and procedural guidelines for the conduct of mitigation. Upon 
venflcallon from the authorized officer that the required mitigation has been completed. the operator 
shall be allowed to resume operations. 
Hazardous Waste: Those wastes that qualify as exempt under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), Oil and Gas Exemption, may be disposed of in the reserve pit. Generally. oif 
or gas wastes are exempt ilthey I} have been sent downhole and then returned to the surface during 
oillf/.8S operations involving exploration, development, or production. or 2) have been generated 
during the removal of produced water or other contaminanfs from the oillgas production slream. The 
term hazardous waste, as referred to above, is defined as a listed (40 CFR 261.31-33) or 
characteristic (40 CFR 261 .20·24) hazardous waste under RCRA. 
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ADDITIONAL PERM!TTJNG REQUIREMENTS 
DRILLING PLAN 
1. All BOPE shall meet minimum standarids for well control requirements as set forth in Onshore Order 
No.2. 
2. The BOPE approved for this Pod shall be tested to a minimum of 1000 psi. 
3. A Sundry Notice (Form 3160-5), along with a copy of the BOP test report, shall be submitted to this 
office within 5 working days fonowing the test. 
4. ff the bleed line is connected into the buffer tank (header) , all BOP equipment including the buffer 
tank and associated valves will be rated at the required BOP pressure. 
Casing and Cementing: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
The surface casing shall be cemented back to surface. In the event cement does not circulate to 
surface or lall back of the cement column occurs, remedial cementing shall be done to cement the 
casing back to surface. 
Pea gravel or other similar materials shall not be used to fill up around the surface casing in the event 
cement falls back. 
A Sundry Notice (Form 3160-5), along with a copy of the service company's materials ticket and job 
log. shall be submitted to this office within 5 working days following the running and cementing of all 
casing strings. 
4. All cnsing strings shall be tested, prior to drilling out the casing shoe, to 0.22 psilft of casing string 
length or 1500 psi. whichever is greater, but not to exceed 70% of the internal yield pressure of the 
casing. 
5. Any change in the casing and cement design will be approved by the Authorized Officer prior to 
running casing and cemenling. 
6. No fresh ly hard banded pipe/collars will be rotated in the surface casing. 
7. All surface casing will be blocked and centered prior to cut off and installation of the wellhead. 
Mud Programs: 
1. Suflicient quantities of mud materials shall be maintained at the well site, at all times, for the purpose 
of assuring well control. 
Other: 
1. A summary of the drilling operat ion and/or completion operation shall be submitted on Sundry Notice 
(Form 3160·5). to this office, along with copies of the daily drilling reports and/or daily completion 
reports, on a weekly basis. 
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2. Any temporary or permanent plugs placed in the well must have mIsu approval of the Authorized 
OffICer. 
3. A copy of all logs, formation test reports, stimulation reports, etc. shall be promptly submitted to this 
office. 
4. All gas measurement will be done on lease unless approved by the Authorized Officer. 
5. Gas produced from this well may not be vented or flared beyond an initial test period, 30 days or 50 
MMcf. whichever first occurs, without approval of the Authorized Officer. Should gas be vented or 
flared without approval beyond the test period authorized above, you may be directed to shut-in the 
well until the gas can be captured or approval to continue the venting or flaring as uneconomic is 
granted, and you shall be required to compensate the lessor for that portion of the gas vented or 
flared without approval which is determined to have been avoidably lost. 
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